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ABSTRACTIONS AND OPTIMISATIONS FOR MODEL-CHECKING
SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKS
Software-Defined Networking introduces a new programmatic abstraction layer by shifting
the distributed network functions (NFs) from silicon chips (ASICs) to a logically centralized
(controller) program. And yet, controller programs are a common source of bugs that can
cause performance degradation, security exploits and poor reliability in networks. Assuring
that a controller program satisfies the specifications is thus most preferable, yet the size of
the network and the complexity of the controller makes this a challenging effort.
This thesis presents a highly expressive, optimised SDN model, (code-named MoCS),
that can be reasoned about and verified formally in an acceptable timeframe. In it, we
introduce reusable abstractions that (i) come with a rich semantics, for capturing subtle
real-world bugs that are hard to track down, and (ii) which are formally proved correct. In
addition, MoCS deals with timeouts of flow table entries, thus supporting automatic state
refresh (soft state) in the network. The optimisations are achieved by (1) contextually
analysing the model for possible partial order reductions in view of the concrete con-
trol program, network topology and specification property in question, (2) pre-computing
packet equivalence classes and (3) indexing packets and rules that exist in the model and
bit-packing (compressing) them.
Each of these developments is demonstrated by a set of real-world controller programs
that have been implemented in network topologies of varying size, and publicly released
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Computer networking is one of the most significant and fastest-growing developments of
our age. At the time of the author’s adolescence, in the late 80’s, the Internet was still
in its infancy: an insider-only academic/military experiment. Three decades later, the
Internet has become almost indispensable.
Networks are of an increasingly disaggregated nature. As they have grown in size,
ubiquity and importance – and our demands upon them are becoming so far-sighted –
their complexity has also grown in line, ratcheting up unforeseen flaws and vulnerabilities.
In order to meet the demands of such transformation, networks must become simpler to
run. Achieving simplicity through software has generally proven to be an effective strategy.
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) enables networks to be managed through soft-
ware. It centralises the programmability and management of the distributed network by
abstracting the network’s control logic away from the underlying physical devices through
a software abstraction layer on a centralized controller. This allows networks to run on
open standards (such as the OpenFlow protocol) and bare-metal hardware. Being free from
proprietary lock-in creates more flexibility, interoperability and automation for networking
devices.
Contradictorily, the advantages of this programmatic framework are the source of ad-
ditional challenges to be mindful of. Decoupling the control plane from the data plane,
introduces new surface areas such as the SDN controller, its protocols and network func-
tion APIs to attack: the more software runs a network, the more vulnerabilities you are
exposed to, and inevitably the more bugs and exploits. Further, using an open source
controller and network function applications can be tricky and dangerous as open source
software is an attractive target for attackers and, to a certain extent, less secure. With all
this challenge, now more than ever we need verification approaches that can (1) truthfully
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capture and represent the behaviour of interest of the system and (2) automatically analyse
the resulting behaviour model and determine in a reasonable amount of time whether the
behaviour of the system is among the set of behaviours that are allowed by the desired
correctness property.
The usual practice of checking the correctness of networks was largely and for too long
(and still is) based on unsystematic best-effort/best-guess approaches. Formally reasoning
about networks requires constructing models that reflect commonly exhibited behaviour.
However, the state-of-the-art approaches suffer not only from the lack of model generality
in describing faithfully the world, they often lack even a precise and unambiguous specific-
ation language for expressing the intended behaviour. As a result, subtle flaws may go
undiscovered.
The thesis investigated in this work is that scalable formal verification techniques
based on equivalences and abstraction, accustomed to the domain of Software-
Defined Networks, allow properties to be addressed using model checking.
Formal techniques have not seen widespread adoption in Software-Defined Networks’
verification due to the scale of the problems of interest. This thesis takes a pragmatic
turn towards verifying properties of real-world Software-Defined Networks. It does so by
proposing a formal foundation for network reasoning: a highly expressive, yet optimised,
OpenFlow/SDN relational model which can represent network behaviour more realistically
and verify larger deployments using fewer resources.
1.1 Thesis Contributions
The core contributions of this work are in devising domain-specific abstraction techniques
that create smaller, high-level (abstract) models, allowing formal reasoning to scale up to
the problems arising in SDN verification. The novelty comes not from the reductions, but
instead, from their contextual adaptation to the problems at hand.
Properties, in this dissertation, are checked using model checking. Unfortunately, current
model checking engines are unable to scale up to handle problems as large as those arising
in naïve formulations of SDN behaviours. In this dissertation, scalable model checking of
Software-Defined Networks is achieved using techniques such as abstraction and optim-
isation, but applied in a way that is well-matched to the problems that arise in SDNs.
Chapters 3 and 4 address the challenge of scalability by employing abstraction mechan-
isms that are based on stutter-trace equivalence for avoiding redundant executions. The
abstractions work in customised ways based on the context of their inputs; this can apply
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either to a network topology, controller program or property.
Another contribution of this work is the use of model checking with flow entries that dis-
cretely time out (in Chapter 4). This enhancement considers logical timeouts that can
be modelled either as random discrete ones, which means that installed rules which are
flagged as ‘timeout-removable’ can be removed at any time, (as demonstrated in Chapter
4), or as timeouts which are bounded by integers.
1.2 Thesis Overview
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows; Chapter 2 presents a taxonomic
literature review which critically highlights the state of research on network verification.
We also review previous work upon which our research draws. The survey (prepared as
manuscript) is being planned for publication shortly.
Chapter 3, presents the core work of this thesis. Overall, the approach is based on model
checking selecting representatives per-context from the equivalence classes of behaviours.
In it, we (i) describe a rich interleaving model of concurrency for asynchronous systems
to capture complex interactions between the SDN controller and the underlying network,
(ii) present an expressive and well-defined specification language for specifying the correct
behaviour of SDNs, (iii) propose context-aware (partial order) optimisations exploiting the
commutativity of concurrently executed transitions by relevant contexts in which • the
concrete control program, • the underlying data-plane topology and • the specification in
question appear; the aim is to diminish as far as possible the size of the state space that
needs to be searched, improving thus the performance of model checking, (iv) propose state
representation optimisations, namely ‚ packet and rule indexing, ‚ identification of packet
equivalence classes and ‚ bit packing, to improve performance, (v) establish the soundness
of the proposed optimisations, and (vi) demonstrate the superiority of our model and
specification language compared to the state-of-the-art in terms of model expressivity and
performance/scalability (verification throughput and memory footprint); to demonstrate
the applicability of the proposed approach, we perform extensive experiments on several
popular benchmarks and real-world applications.
Properties To specify properties of packet flow in the network, in Chapter 3 we define
an expressive specification language which provides the semantics necessary to describe
the intended behaviour precisely. We use LTL formulas without “next-step”, which allows
capturing temporal relationships, and define the shape of the atomic state propositions so
that they can be unambiguously interpreted. Using this logic, we can express properties
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such as connectivity/reachability/isolation between(of) sets of nodes/ports, access control
(black/while listing), in-order delivery, loop-freedom, waypointing, lack of blackholes, non-
bypassability, routing with hops constraints, to name a few.
In Appendix A, we describe in detail a list of artifacts for our model (source code,
topological diagrams, and use cases) and demonstrate how to reproduce the experimental
results from the paper in Chapter 3 using the artifacts.
In Chapter 4 we present an extension of our model to deal with timeouts of flow table
entries, and thus complying with the OpenFlow specification1. By modelling forwarding
states that expire, it is possible to explore elusive aspects of ‘disconnected’ states between
control and data plane, i.e., stale states in which the controller does not reflect the under-
lying data changes. We also propose optimisations that are customised to this extension
and provably preserve intended correctness properties. We evaluate the performance of the
proposed model in terms of verification performance and scalability using a load balancer
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Chapter 2
Background: A Survey of Computer
Network Verification Approaches
This chapter sets the initial groundwork and the context required to situate our research
contributions within the agenda of network verification. Here we begin by introducing a
classification of the network correctness properties. We then provide a taxonomy of network
verification approaches and analyse the literature relevant to the concerns of this thesis
through the prism of this taxonomy. The aim of this comprehensive and critical review is
to draw clear links between different verification approaches for computer networks.
A Survey of Computer Network Verification
Approaches
Vasileios Klimis, George Parisis and Bernhard Reus
University of Sussex, UK
{v.klimis, g.parisis, bernhard}@sussex.ac.uk
Abstract—Computer networks keep growing in size, function-
ality and complexity leading to a need for powerful network
segmentation and abstractions. While Software-Defined Network-
ing brings some order to managing network complexity, its
software stack is complex, highly asynchronous and distributed.
This enormous amount of state yields an additional degree of
complexity that traditional troubleshooting methods have become
inefficient to deal with the entire system spectrum.
In this review we provide a detailed critical overview of
verification approaches that have been used thus far for computer
networks, through the lens of a taxonomic classification.
Index Terms—SDN, Network Verification, Formal Methods,
Model Checking
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional networks are built on closed systems that sup-
port a mixture of open and proprietary network protocols.
Operating and extending the functionality of such networks
is far from straightforward, as the network’s control and data
planes are intertwined within the devices themselves. Control
and data plane functionality is controlled and can only be ex-
tended/updated by device manufacturers, who are also respon-
sible for verifying the correctness of network hardware and
software. Although this results in well-tested systems (with
the caveat of slow update cycles and reluctance to innovation),
networks are distributed in nature, therefore verifying that they
operate as intended is very challenging. Network testing and
debugging remains largely an unsystematic and error-prone
process that is supported by tools developed decades ago,
such as SNMP, traceroute, tcpdump and netflow [1].
Techniques that rely on collecting and analysing snapshots of
network configuration to diagnose specific types of network
problems have been developed, however debugging modern
complex network deployments remains an open research chal-
lenge.
Software-Defined Networking (SDN)1 [3]–[5] has brought
about a paradigm shift in designing and operating computer
networks. The key premise of SDN is the clean separation
between the network control and data planes. With Open-
Flow, a logically centralised controller implements the control
logic, which is responsible for ‘programming’ the data plane.
Communication between the controller and network devices
is supported by Openflow [6], a standardised protocol, which
is accessed through the southbound API [7]. Non-standard
1Although the concept of network programmability has been much debated
for as long as computer networks itself, the term software-define networking
was first coined in [2].
northbound APIs [7] expose higher-level control functional-
ity to network programmers. The data plane is defined by
flow tables that can be manipulated by the SDN controller
through the southbound API. Recently, the P4 language [8]
enabled protocol-independent packet processing that supports
reconfigurability of packet processing at network devices.
The unified vision is one where controllers explicitly pro-
gram network devices rather than assuming fixed switch
designs and static header processing. SDN enables the rapid
development and deployment of advanced and diverse net-
work functionality. It has been employed in designing next-
generation inter-data centre traffic engineering [9]–[15], load
balancing [16]–[22], firewalls [23]–[27], Internet exchange
points (IXPs) [28], optical [29]–[33], and home networks [34],
[35]. Although SDN has been considered predominantly in
wired networks and data centres settings, it has also been
introduced in other environments, though being in the early
stage for real networking, including wireless networks [36]–
[48], wireless sensor networks [49], wireless mesh networks
[50], infrastructure-less networks such as mobile/vehicular
adhoc networks (MANET/VANET) [51], [52]. SDN is a key
driver of network function virtualisation, edge computing and
seamless virtual-machine migration.
SDN has gained noticeable ground in the industry, with
major vendors supporting OpenFlow in their products (e.g.
Hewlett-Packard and NEC were the first to integrate Open-
Flow). SDN has been deployed at scale; e.g. Google’s B4
deployments [53], Microsoft Azure cloud computing plat-
form [54], Nicira’s Network Virtualization Platform [55] and
NTT’s OpenFlow-based Gateway [56]. Large cloud providers,
network operators and vendors have joined SDN industry
consortia, such as the Open Networking Foundation [57] and
the Open Daylight initiative [58]. P4 is also gaining traction;
it has been recently combined with the Open Networking
Foundation (ONF) and the Linux Foundation.
In network verification one distinguishes between data-
plane verification and control-plane verification. Networks
forward packets according to routing tables switches, the
network’s data plane (or forwarding plane). Accordingly, ver-
ification should cover properties regarding packet propagation
and packet integrity. Networks generate those routing tables
through protocols such as BGP (border gateway protocol).
Accordingly, network verification covers properties regarding
the control plane, the correct setup of the routing tables. We
distinguish pre- (and post-) deployment verification as well as
bug detection. Verification of the control plane shares many
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issues with traditional program verification while verification
of the data plane shares many traits with reachability analysis
in graphs.
SDN presents a unique opportunity for innovation and rapid
development of complex network services by enabling all
players, not just vendors, to develop and deploy control and
data plane functionality in networks. This comes at a great
risk; deploying buggy code at the control and/or data plane,
and problematic flow entries at the data plane would poten-
tially result in network and service disruption and security
loopholes. Understanding and fixing such bugs is far from
trivial, given the distributed nature of computer networks, the
complexity of the control plane and the concurrency present
in networks.
In this paper we present a comprehensive and critical
review of verification approaches for computer networks. We
(1) describe and classify local and network-wide properties,
the correctness of which is verified by said approaches; (2)
provide a taxonomy of network verification approaches; (3)
analyse the relevant literature through the lens of the proposed
taxonomy; (4) provide a critical analysis of the key research
challenges that require further attention by the community.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first survey of its
kind. We discuss both SDN- and non-SDN-dependent research
on network verification. We include both formal methods that
rely on well-defined (and commonly abstracted) models of
the network and empirical, system-oriented approaches that
operate on top of actual network. We investigate approaches
that assume either a static network configuration at verification
time or operate under change in the network state, including
the controller, network devices and packet queues. We be-
lieve that a comprehensive and systematic survey of network
verification approaches is timely and necessary; research has
been extensive in the last decade and involves diverse areas
and communities, therefore it is important to consolidate
knowledge within a unified taxonomy. This will allow re-
searchers from both networks/systems and software/hardware
verification communities to understand the existing literature
and, hopefully, enable future transdisciplinary collaborations.
II. CONTROL AND DATA PLANE
In a major move towards softwarisation, software-defined
networking (SDN) [3] introduces pure decision-making logic
abstraction. Whilst, conventionally, packet forwarding and
routing take place in the same network box, software-based
networks outsource intelligence (routing and other network
functions) from the custom ASICs to a domain-specific soft-
ware application, running on a general-purpose server. The
SDN platform consists of three successive layers: an under-
lying network infrastructure layer (forwarding/data plane), a
control layer (control plane) and an application layer. The
control plane2 provides a single system-wide access interface
to programmers and operators. The communication between
2Other terms such as SDN-controller, Network Operating System or Net-
work Hypervisor are also used to represent the control plane, all referring to
the same concept.
the control and forwarding layer is achieved through a vendor-
agnostic interface which is referred to as southbound API.
OpenFlow [6], [59] is the most popular actualisation of data-
plane abstraction.
OpenFlow-enabled switches consist of an array of flow
tables, a set of ports and an open-source control protocol
daemon, i.e. OpenFlow. Flow tables consist of flow entries
sorted by priority, and implement two functions: classification
and forwarding; The former is based on match conditions
(patterns) on a set of incoming packets’ header fields. If
a match is found, the matched packets, namely flow, are
forwarded out the egress interface that the action associated
with the highest priority matching entry will return; Else, if the
ingress flow does not hit any entry, the fate of the flow relies
upon the configuration of the table-miss entry, if such entry
exists in the table, which has the lowest priority (0) and defines
how to process unmatched packets (drop, pass to another table
or send flow to the controller). The OpenFlow switch daemon
translates the high level network policies into plain OpenFlow
primitives to set up data paths in the data plane, enabling thus
the controller to manipulate the flow tables of the switches.
Based on these abstractions, SDN provides network be-
haviour programmability, automation, homogeneous visibility
and standardised representation of network configuration. The
traditional network services which are currently deployed
as middleboxes, such as firewalls, Network Address Trans-
lators, WAN Optimisers, Load balancers, etc, can then be
implemented using open APIs on the controller. As an API
driven controlling paradigm, SDN adjusts networking to a
software-oriented culture, free of distributed control protocols,
allowing network administrators to view the network as a
whole. This advancement creates an opportunity to reconsider
the workflow of network monitoring and debugging.
Even with such benefits in place that SDN might provide,
there are equally risks including new challenges for network
operations tools to keep pace with a significant amount of state
with respect to (1) the topology, i.e., switches/routers, clients,
middleboxes, links, flow table entries, queues, packets and
their header fields3, (2) the controller program, and (3) many
events related to highly dynamic network state changes (table
entries installation/removal, packet arrival, flow entry hits,
table-misses, packet injection from controller, controller pro-
gram changes, etc), and the orderings over them. Moreover,
due to the phenomenon of inter-packet interference4, the num-
ber of threads to be explored increases significantly. Similarly,
control messages between the controller and the switches
may be processed in an arbitrary order and this may lead
to potential bugs, such as race conditions. Also, abstraction
breaks traditional networking into dynamic components and
3OpenFlow v1.5 [59], for e.g, supports 45 header match fields, whereas
v1.0 only 12.
4Inter-packet interference refers to the situation in which the combined
processing of two packets has not the same effect under different orderings.
Processing, for e.g., packet p1 firstly, could trigger a tree of events which
induces different outcome (state) of processing packet p2 from the outcome if
p2 was processed first. The more the interferences, the more the interleavings
of events.
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layers that have to work in unison adding greater performance
vulnerabilities to the most basic network functions. In addi-
tion, SDN ecosystems consist of highly complicated timing
behaviour and complicated control tasks (functions) that are
challenging to verify. For these reasons, enhanced bug-free and
performance guarantees are required for the SDN architecture
to be assured with. Methods like testing and simulation have
their advantages but none of them is suitable for exhaustive
verification in reasonable time frames. As such, the dynamic
nature of SDNs extends the domain of traditional service
assurance, making traditional approaches obsolete, requiring
so verification techniques that follow dynamic approaches. Yet,
existing network analysis solutions can not scale and adapt
adequately to meet the verification needs of real and synthetic
SDN networks.
III. NETWORK CORRECTNESS PROPERTIES
Provided a model is available, an invariance property is a
predicate on a network system’s set of states, which specifies,
in some temporal logic, the desired behaviour of the system.
With regards to IP networks, the requirement properties can
be classified into:
• Functional requirements. These properties specify the
function that a network or a set of network elements
should perform, or in other words, what a network is sup-
posed to be able to do. For this reason they are also called
behavioural properties. They comprise the main subject
of interest in the various verification and testing research
efforts [60]–[90]. The typical functional requirements
include topology-oriented specifications. The functional
properties of most interest to verification are reachabil-
ity/isolation between/of (all) pairs of nodes/ports, loop-
freedom, packet delivery (no silent packet loss due to
blackholes), complete traffic processing separation be-
tween different tenants, nonexistence of stale ACL rules,
etc. There is another sub-category of more sophisticated
(richer) invariants related to fine-grained packet process-
ing and fine-grained computation offloading for resource
constrained networks. This subclass includes x black-
listing/whitelisting (requiring special action against or in
favour of a traffic class, e.g. rejecting any, or allowing
only, connections - packets to a particular IP address),x reachability via waypoints (requiring specific traffic to
waypoint through a particular or a chain of network ele-
ments), x non-bypassability5, x routing with path length
(hops) constraints, x special forwarding consistency6, etc.
• Non-functional (non-behavioural) requirements are all
the requirements that place constraints on functional
requirements. The key non-functional aspects of network
5Non-bypassability is a basic security property, which means that an
enforcement mechanism should not be bypassed (avoided) without being
applied, for e.g. “a traffic for a VLAN interface should not bypass the
firewall”.
6An example of forwarding consistency property is the multipath consis-
tency that Batfish [88] introduced. This property asserts that, for networks
using multipath routing, it should never be the case that a packet is dropped
along one path but not the other.
behaviours, include: (1) performance: bandwidth (min-
imum throughput offered), end-to-end latency bounds
(delay), maximum jitter7, error rate, congestion, and
other), (2) reliability, i.e. the capability of network to
operate without failure in a specific time window in terms
of consistency, availability, integrity (e.g., packet in-
tegrity, routing/flow table integrity), fault tolerance (e.g.,
mean-time-to-failure), recoverability, responsiveness, etc.
(3) security requirements define permissible traffic, access
lists, authorization, authentication, etc.
Sometimes, it is not enough to know whether something will
or will not happen, one rather needs to have a quantita-
tive estimate, for e.g., of the time when (or the probability
that) some situation will arise. Ergo, another classification
of properties is that into (a) qualitative and (b) quantitative
ones. As depicted in Fig. 1, there is an overlap between the
property classifications. The constrains on how the netfwork
will behave, that the non-functional requirements place, can
be both qualitative and quantitative, whereas the functional
properties are always qualitative. Quality-of-Service (QoS)
metrics, for instance, stretch out on all the categories of
performance, reliability and security guarantees; Quantitative
QoS parameters fall under performance sub-category, while
qualitative QoS metrics are more subjective in nature and
accept only categorical values, and as such are classified as
either reliability or security goals. An example of a quantitative
QoS could be: “70% of traffic delivered at service level X
will experience no more than 100 ms latency”, or a reliability
requirement in quantitative terms is “the network shall have no
more than 30 packet losses/day”. The property: “minimise the
end-to-end delay for delay-sensitive applications (e.g., online
interactive gaming traffic)”8, is an example of a qualitative
QoS. Verifying quantitative properties require reasoning on
time (for e.g., “what is the worst-case time for delivering a
packet?”), stochastic information (“what is the probability of
an acknowledgement within 5ms?”) and resources availability,
and it remains as one of the great unexplored avenues of
research.
So far, there is no general consensus in the network veri-
fication community on neither a precise distinction between
functional and nonfunctional properties, nor sub-classifying
them. Consider, for example, the situation in which we want
to block brute force attacks to an SSH daemon running on a
server accessible to the outside world. This could be expressed
as a security property: “any unauthorized SSH login attempts
shall be denied”, which would be classified as a non-functional
one. But, in order to implement it, it will be needed to block
a specific IP address, or range of addresses, and thus the
requirement will be further specialised into: “any packet form
the offending IP address 1.2.3.4, received via interface eth1 of
7jitter buffer in VoIP (Voice over IP) networking, is a shared data area
where voice packets can be collected, stored, and sent to the voice processor
in evenly spaced intervals. Variations in packet arrival time, called jitter, can
occur because of network congestion, timing drift, or route changes.
8In a conventional network, this specification can be concretised by
computing the best path using, for e.g., EIGRP updates metrics.
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the SSH server, should be dropped”. In an SDN setting this
property would be formulated as: “there should exist a flow
entry e in the flow table of the SSH server, which matches
packet p with source IP 1.2.3.4 and TCP port 22, and has
an empty instruction list9, and furthermore, if the packet p
is matched by multiple flow table entries, e should have the
highest priority”. Magically, the latter falls now under the
functional requirement class by simply expressing the initial






Fig. 1: Pictorial representation of the main types of network
correctness properties.
Another differentiation, distinct though, is generally made
between safety and liveness (or progress) properties. Infor-
mally speaking, safety properties are usually characterised as
“nothing bad will happen” (¬/), in the sense that a given
set of (bad) states of the model are not ever visited. Liveness
properties can be either (i) guarantee or (ii) response. A guar-
antee property asserts that “something ‘good’ will eventually
happen”, i.e., a requirement of interest, should eventually be
fulfilled (♦,). Another variant of progress requirements is
recurrence expressed by the canonical formula of the type
♦,, states that something good happens infinitely often.
A response formula is (ϕ ⇒ ♦ψ), which asserts that ψ
is guaranteed response to ϕ. Safety properties are violated
(falsified) in finite time, i.e., by finite system runs (finite trace
prefixes), whereas liveness properties are violated in infinite
time. Other property types are stability or persistence (♦ϕ),
correlation (♦ϕ⇒ ♦ψ), precedence (ϕ⇒ ψi U ψj), objective
(ϕ⇒ ψi ∨ ψj), et cetera.
Another class of property specifications for networks in-
volving timing constraints, is that of real-time requirements.
9The packet is implicitly dropped if there are no OUTPUT instructions in
its action_set to be executed.
As LTL is a discrete-time logic, a medley range of exten-
sions of it have been proposed for declaring specifications in
real-time settings [91]–[93]. Metric Interval Temporal Logic
(MITL) [91], for example, which is the most renowned one,
constraints temporal connectives by intervals. For example, in
an SDN, a classic controller-switch interaction requirement for
bounded response time that ”every Packet-In message directed
to the controller must be followed by a response Packet-
Out within 1 time unit” is expressed by the MITL formula:
(pin ⇒ ♦≤1 pout). Timed Propositional Temporal Logic
(TPTL) [92] is another timed extension of LTL which employs
clock variables to quantify statements about time progress. For
instance, the above property can be expressed in TPTL by the
formula 
(
pin ⇒ x.♦(pout ∧ x ≤ 1)
)
, where “x.Φ” means
that clock x is reset at the time a Packet-In message is
sent, before evaluating Φ.
IV. TAXONOMY OF NETWORK VERIFICATION
APPROACHES
This chapter discusses and explains the criteria applied for
comparison of the literature in the following chapter. The
criteria are somewhat ordered by the level of importance to
quickly grasp the approach in question.
Properties This criterion discusses what kind of network
properties are being checked. These can be topological (reach-
ability) or more advanced like blacklisting (see Section III).
More detailed restriction of the properties expressible will
become clear from the criterion expressivity discussed further
below.
Model This criterion concerns the model of the network. We
distinguish formal and non-formal models. The type of model
has huge impact on the techniques available to express and
check its properties. Labelled transition systems (and other
kind of finite state machines) are typical kinds of formal
models. The topology of the data plane of a model is often
represented as a graph.
Specification Language This states what language is used to
express the network properties. This may be a formal logic,
like linear-time temporal logic (LTL) using a certain number
of basic predicates to express features of the network. It can
also be a entirely bespoke language. If the properties are fixed
and built-in there may be actually no need for such a language
altogether.
Type of Check: This criterion is referring to the type of
checks the network properties are subject to. A specification
of a property can be used to find bugs violating the property
or to verify the invariance of the property during the entire
runtime of the network. The latter is of course much stronger
and more complicated and costly. In some cases where a
language abstraction is suggested with a compilation to a low
level network language – in order to improve more reliable
programming – there is no explicit property or check, so the
type of check then refers to the soundness of the compilation
itself.
Checking Phase This criterion addresses the network program
phase at which checks are carried out. This can happen
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statically (offline) or dynamically (at runtime) and as such
examines just the execution paths and variable values invoked
during execution, or it is performed offline in a non-runtime
environment (static analysis) allowing even for an exhaustive
checking. It can also be the case that an approach does a
mixture of both.
Layer This criterion details which layer the approach is con-
cerned with: data plane or control plane, or possibly both. For
SDN related approaches, of course the control layer must be
involved. This information is highlighted but will be implicitly
be part of the methodology explained below.
Methodology This aspect concerns the main approach
(methodology) employed for the suggested analysis. Of
course, this will depend on what model is used and how
properties are expressed. It will be explained which estab-
lished techniques are in use. For instance, model checking
or bounded model checking or symbolic execution might
be applied. Graph algorithms may be used for reachability
analysis. Often, a combination of various different techniques
is in use and this needs to be explained.
Expressivity The actual range of network properties that can
be analysed or verified with the given approach is discussed.
On one end of the spectrum, there is no flexibility whatsoever,
and only a few properties are built-in. On the other extreme
end, there is a proper language for the user to define a wide
range of properties. Usually such a language is based on first-
order or temporal logic and uses built-in predicates to specify
properties of the network, e.g. the flow table state in a switch.
The exact nature of those predicates then again limits the
expressivity of network properties.
Experimentation This criterion considers the range of ex-
amples that have been dealt with, and can be dealt with
in principle, according to the authors of the tool. Where
sufficient information is available this may include the size of
the examples. Typically, authors provide a survey about their
experiments and indicate how large the network is (in terms
of number of switches) and what kind of properties have been
analysed.
Deployability This criterion relates to the resources of the
tool, in particular resource consumption in terms of execution
time and memory. It also comprises potential optimisation
suggested or implemented. If so, those optimisations are
briefly explained and it is stated whether there are proofs to
show the soundness of the optimisation. The minimal objective
here is to not change the semantics, i.e. the behaviour, of
the network, i.e. establish a simulation relation. A simulation
relation might potentially lose some of the possible traces, the
gold standard is to preserve all of the behaviour. The latter is
essential for verification purposes.
Limitations This criterion points out specific restrictions and
shortcomings of the approach and tool in question. For in-
stance, state explosion in model checking based approaches is
a typical candidate and it may limit the size of the network that
can be checked by the tool. The limitations can address the
following criteria from above: performance, experimentation,
expressivity, timing.
V. SURVEY OF NETWORK VERIFICATION APPROACHES
A. Kuai [72]
Properties. Kuai [72] is concerned with verifying safety prop-
erties of SDN networks. These properties concern the correct
deployment of all kinds of network policies with the help
of the controller program. The deployment usually involves
installation and removal of forwarding rules in switches.
Model. The network is modelled finite state transition system
based on an interleaving semantics, where concurrency of
actions is reduced to the non-deterministic choice among their
possible sequentialisations. The finite state transition system
then can be analysed using model checking. Some abstractions
and simplifications are required to achieve that. The transitions
system is modelled as interleaving of several smaller finite
transition systems that communicate via queues that are part
of the overall network state: each client (transition subsystem)
has a packet-in queue and can non-deterministically send a
specified packet (to a connected switch) or receive a packet
from its queue (removing it from there) and concurrently
send packets; each switch (transition subsystem) has a set of
ports (for forwarding and receiving packets), a packet in-queue
(pq), a control queue (cq), a forwarding queue (fq), a flow
table (ft) and a wait flag for synchronisation. The forwarding
queue stores the packets forwarded from the controller and the
control queue cq receives any control message from the con-
troller. Switches send packets they don’t know how to handle
to the controller’s request queue (rq). These components are











Fig. 2: The queues and connections of the KUAI model
A flow table ft is a collection of prioritised forwarding
OpenFlow rules; a rule consists of a Match Set, an Action Set
and Priority. A control queue cq contains control messages (or
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barriers) sent from the controller in order to update a switch’s
flow table, i.e. add, delete or modify flow/group entries in the
OpenFlow tables.
A switch can execute a variety of actions (transitions): In its
standard mode of operation, it can match a packet available in
its packet in queue with a rule and forward it along its ports
as described by the rule, or if there is no matching rule for
the packets (and there is no barrier message in the control
queue for the switch) it can be put in the request queue to the
controller (for it to process) and set its wait flag to change
into “waiting mode” for the controller to decide how to deal
with that packet. If there is a control message in its control
queue, and there is no barrier message in its control queue,
then it can execute that command, be it a rule installation or
deletion. In waiting mode it may also receive a forwarding
message from the controller and if there is no barrier in the
control queue then the switch forwards the packet accordingly
and unsets the wait flag. If there is a barrier message in the
control queue the only action for the switch possible is to
dequeue all control messages up to the first barrier and update
itself accordingly to those messages. A barrier message is a
synchronisation mechanism for the controller to force a switch
to update itself before it continues processing any forwarding
actions.
The controller program is modelled as a transition (sub)
system which is basically an automaton. Depending on its
state and the packet found in its request queue (into which
the switches write), it changes into a new state, removes the
packet from the queue and responds by sending two kinds of
messages. A forwarding message instructs the switch how to
process the packet in question. A pair (pkt, ports) will arrive
at the switch’s forward queue through which the controller
orders to forward packet pkt along the ports ports. Optionally,
the controller may also send concurrently any finite number
of control messages to the control queue of any subset of
switches of the network. The controller, after all, is in charge
of maintaining and configuring the network switches.
For the forwarding operations the model uses a function
describing the network topology. A packet contains bits de-
scribing (an abstraction of) the proof-relevant header-field
information only (depending on the example) and its location
which is a port in a switch. So for the purpose of the
verification one abstracts away as much detail as possible and
stores in packets only information relevant to the routing of
the packet.
Queues are modelled as multisets with a nondeterministic
dequeueing action that implicitly models the random arrival
time of packets in the queue. The multiset implementation
means queues are bounded. In order to get a finite system,
there must be only finitely many multisets. Packets are already
finite bit vectors, and also control messages are finite. It
remains to have a bound for the possible number of multisets.
A packet in a multiset is therefore assumed to appear either not
at all or an arbitrary (unbounded) amount of times, i.e. either 0
or ∞ many times. This is called the (0,∞) abstraction. With
this abstraction all queues are finite state (multisets).
Specification Language. Network properties can be expressed
in linear temporal logic, with only the box operator available
(safety properties only!), with built-in base predicates that
are assertion over packet fields and over control states. The
state of the switches or any queues can not be reasoned over,
they are the “internal state” one observes via the behaviour of
packets in the network controlled by the control program. For
packets this means that their bits can be inspected including
source and destination address and any relevant information
like or protocol information stored. The precise form of packet
information depends on the example, of course.
Type of Check.: One can find bugs and traces of execution that
violate the safety property in question. Proving the invariance
of the safety property for all possible execution traces (verifi-
cation of the absence of any bug) is only possible if all traces
are actually checked. It appears that for the examples checked
verification has been achieved. However, this verification is
done for an optimised transition system
Checking Phase. This approach uses a model of the network
and analyses it offline (static). One can do this before switch-
ing it on.
Layer. As one can reason over packets and their position in the
network, one can reason about the data plane. The possibility
of addressing the control state allows one to reason about the
controller program and thus the control plane.
Methodology. The methodology in use is model checking. A
safety property is checked against all (or a subset) of the traces
of the network model. In order to combat the state explosion
problem several optimisations are in place (see below).
Expressivity. Due to the fact that a subset of linear temporal
logic is in use, a wide range of safety properties can be
expressed. Liveness properties cannot be expressed. Change
of topology cannot be expressed.
Experimentation. Various examples have been reported. It has
been checked whether an SSH controller in a network with
2 switches and 2 clients actually blocks SSH packets from
arriving. A MAC learning controller based on a POX imple-
mentation of the standard ethernet discovery protocol has been
checked for forwarding loops. For this experiment, the packets
carry history bit for every switch and store whether they
have already been at said switch. A controller implementing
a single switch firewall, as well as multiple switch replicated
firewall have been tested. The controllers store in their finite
state a configuration file to describe the flow between two
clients that is allowed. The property checked is that packets
are only dropped between clients if the configuration file
of the controller does not contain this pair. A controller
implementing the Resonance [94] algorithm to ensure security
in large networks has been analysed to ensure that packets
from so-called quarantined states cannot be forwarded. An
policy enforcement layer built on top of OpenFlow, ‘Simple’
[95], has been experimented with as well.
Deployability. In order to deal with the examples as mentioned
above, for even small networks one needs optimisations due to
the well known state space explosion problem. Optimisations
include restricting the request queue of the controller to size
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one, restricting switches to execute no-match events only if the
request queue is not full, merging control actions and immedi-
ately succeeding barrier actions, etc. Optimisations, which are
stutter bisimulation equivalences, are proved sound. Two of the
reductions, however, the (0,∞) and ‘all Packets in One Shot’,
are simulations (stutter trace inclusion) which means that new
behaviour may be added in the abstract transition system. Most
examples above are run with a small number of clients and
switches, usually around 5 to 10. Without optimisations only
the verification of the tiniest network terminates in reasonable
time. For the slightly larger networks the runtime ranges from
a few seconds to a few hundred seconds. The largest number of
states visited was almost 24 million. Runtime is proportional
to the number of states visited.
Kuai is implemented on top of PReach [96], a distributed
enumerative model checker itself built on Murphi [97]. The
different transitions subsystems were modelled as different
implementation used 4TB of RAM and 150 cores.
Limitations. The size of networks that can be checked can’t
be too large (about 10 switches). Only safety properties can
be verified. The network semantics assumes that some actions
concur synchronously that in reality can occur concurrently.
Barriers are always executed first . The topology is fixed.
B. Header Space Analysis
Properties Three main categories of functional, topology-
oriented properties are checked in the Header Space Analysis
(HSA) work [60]: reachability between hosts, lack of for-
warding loops and isolation of network slices. Reachability is
generalised to check also other path predicates such as: black
hole freedom, routing via a waypoint, maximum hop count
(length of path never exceeds a threshold), isolation of paths
(for e.g., http and https traffic do not share the same path),
etc.
Model The framework used in this approach is built on a
geometric model. Packet headers and flows are represented
geometrically in a Boolean space of header bits. An L-bit
packet header is modelled as a bit-vector, i.e. a point in
the geometric space {0, 1}L, where each bit of the header
corresponds to one dimension of this space. Payload is ab-
stracted away from the packet. Flows are modelled as regions
in this space, representing all the packets in the flow. Net-
work boxes are modelled using a Switch Transfer Function
T, which transforms a header h received on ingress port p
to a set of packet headers on one or more egress ports:
T : (h, p) → {(h1, p1), (h2, p2), ...}. The Network Space
is the space of all ingress headers in the network. Each
transfer function is given by an ordered set of rules. A rule
typically consists of a set of physical input ports, a match
condition (pattern-proposition), and a set of actions to be
performed on matched packets. Actions can forward out to an
interface, discard, modify the values of specific header fields
(rewriting, encapsulation, decapsulation). In this sense, boxes
are abstracted as set of conditional expressions. The overall
behaviour of the network is represented as a piecewise network
transfer function combining all the switch transfer functions.
The network topology is modelled using a Topology Transfer
Function. For instance, if port psrc is connected to pdst using a
link, then this function maps (h, psrc) to (h, pdst), modelling
the fact the header h is transferred from psrc to pdst. The
conventional, two-valued Boolean domain {0, 1} is extended
into a ternary one by the addition of a special, “unknown” third
value, denoted by ‘∗’. This is a wildcard character which is
treated as (matching) either a “1” or a “0”. As a result, the
regions in the header space (hypercubes) are represented as
sequences (referred to as wildcard expressions) whose domain
is the ternary one. Input test packets may be parametrised
symbolically by Boolean variables (i.e., symbolic simulation).
Combining ternary modelling with symbolic simulation, and
injecting fully wildcarded test packets, enables the exploration
of the entire state space. The overall model can be thought of
as a propagation graph where each vertex represents a tuple of
a packet header set and an ingress port this set has reached to,
and each outgoing edge is labelled with the transfer function
of the box the ingress port belongs to. To work out the header
spaces left on each hop, a set algebra is introduced.
While the headers may have been transformed in the packets
journey, the original headers sent by the sender can be recov-
ered by applying the inverse transfer function. For example,
in Figure 3 an all−x (wildcard) test packet header is injected
into port 1 of router’s miniature model R (i.e., port R1). To
keep things simple, 3-bit headers are used in this simplistic
scenario. The router R transforms the all − x header space
as a result of flow table rules (Forward & Rewrite: rewrite
bits 1xx with value 0xx) that are filtering out some space of
it. Then, it can trivially be traced the remained header spaces
backwards (using the range inverse) to find the set of packets
host-A can send to reach host-B.
Specification Language Properties are specified implicitly as
code snippets in a library of tools written in Python, called
Hassel. Algorithmically, they all fall into the category of
computing reachability sets of packets.
Type of Check Header space analysis provides the full set
of failed packet headers as counterexample. However, with
regard to the exhaustiveness, in the case of loop detection,
for example, the authors claim that they detect all loops by
injecting an all−∗ test packet header and tracking the packet
until it returns to the port it was injected from.
Checking Phase It is a static checker which can be applied
to snapshots of the network only.
Layer HSA reasons purely on forwarding state.
Methodology As a custom design with its data structures
and algorithms, it computes a reachability tree, i.e., all the
paths along which a nonempty header space is left at each
vertex. By modelling packets as points in an L-dimensional
space, two abstractions are achieved: (1) all protocols/layers
are collapsed into a flat (protocol-agnostic) sequence of bits,
and (2) header bits irrelevant to forwarding are ignored by
the use of wildcards. Three simulation-based algorithms (one
per each main property: reachability, loop detection, slice
isolation) are used to analyse the reaction of the network on
injected test packets, using symbolic representation of their
13
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Fig. 3: The Inverse Transfer Function (T−1R ) is helpful for detecting reachability failures and loops which require tracing
backwards from a range (0xx) to determine what header set host-A can send to B (1xx).
header fields, instead of testing each concrete example.
Expressivity This framework supports three main categories
of hard coded invariant policies, disallowing the verification
of more expressive network properties that a specification
language would offer.
Experimentation The checking performance for all three
properties was measured in a relatively large production net-
work (Stanford Network). In the loop detection experiment,
test packets were injecting from 30 ports. Slicing, which is a
generalisation of VLANs, is another experimentation subject
regarding spaces overlapping and packet leakages. A network
slice is a logical sub-network which runs on top of a shared
physical network infrastructure combining resource virtuali-
sation with the isolation level demanded. More formally, a
slice is a tuple of network boxes, ports, topology function
and a set of predicates on packet headers. In order to check
whether two slices do not overlap, the intersection of their
header spaces on every port of the slice is computed. The
reachability experiment is run by injecting a symbolic packet
from a router, and as the transfer function rules hack away
at input hypercubes along the path, the left space (if there is
any left) seen at the destination is the range of the reachability
function.
Deployability To gain algorithmic leverage, the domain struc-
ture exploited incorporates small equivalence classes by treat-
ing groups of headers as an equivalence class wherever pos-
sible (for e.g., the union 110 ∗ ∪ 100∗ simplifies to 1 ∗ 0∗).
Another key algorithmic optimisation is the compression via
the difference of hypercubes (lazy subtraction). This optimisa-
tion consists in augmenting the notion of header space objects
by allowing them to be represented as a subtraction of unions
rather than as just a union of wildcard expressions. Then,
there is no need the computations of header set subtractions
to be performed actively in a stepwise manner but can lazily
be postponed until the end of the path. Other algorithmic
optimisations used are lazy evaluation, dead space elimination,
and IP table compression. All optimisations are orthogonal. To
maximize performance, on top of the above, some memory
optimization and parallelism techniques are deployed in the
C version of the algorithms. The python version needs 560
seconds to run the loop detection test for all 30 ports, where 12
loops were found, while the C version only takes 2 seconds.
However, it takes 151 seconds to compress the forwarding
table and to generate the transfer functions on a preliminary
stage. Concerning the reachability test, the verification running
time is O(dR2), where d is the the maximum number of hops
needed for a packet to reach the destination, and R is the
maximum number of rules in a box along the path. In numbers,
the run time of 13 sec is reported for the algorithm to compute
the reachability from a router to another one in the Stanford
backbone network. The time for checking the slice isolation
is quadratic in the number of wildcard expressions per slice
and linear in the number of slices.
Limitations In a static manner, HSA extracts the forwarding
rules from dumps of the switches’ routing tables to analyse
them, and as such it lacks the capability of having a consistent
view of the data plane’s behaviour at small time scales.
Although the entire space is exercised by pushing totally
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wildcarded headers through every port, each packet is tracked
until the first loop is found, and the question that arises is what
if there exist multiple loops through which a packet might turn
back to the same injecting port. That might leave deeper poten-
tial loops in the execution paths unexplored. The algorithms
don’t seem to generate iteratively multiple counterexamples
per injection port, and in this sense the exploration seems not
to be exhaustive. With respect to the specification language,
a more abstract formal specification language would allow to
check the network behavioural requirements at a higher level,
rather than directly probing into the code. Than, it would be
enough to prove whether the low-level code is a refinement
of the specification. Last but not least, HSA does not model
stateful functions.10
C. VeriCon [74]
Properties. VeriCon [74] is concerned with statically verifying
safety properties of SDN networks. The controllers are written
in a proposed language called CSDN (C for core). The
properties concern the correct deployment of all kinds of
network protocols with the help of the controller program.
The deployment usually involves installation and removal of
forwarding rules in switches.
Model. The network is modelled as a set of relations. VeriCon
receives three inputs, the SDN controller program, a first-order
formula describing constraints on the network topology, and
the safety property to be shown for the network. There are
predefined relations describing direct links or paths between
ports of switches or switch port and a host, respectively. These
formulate constraints on the network topology. VeriCon is
quite permissive in the sense that it verifies w.r.t an arbitrary
network topology that meets the given topology constraint,
also called topology invariant, rather than a fixed topology. In
other words, topology changes at runtime are allowed as long
as they satisfy the topology constraint. Typical invariants of
a topology may include absence of self-loops or the fact that
packets can only arrive from reachable hosts.
Packet (headers) are modelled as pairs of host source and
destination address. Additional header fields, when needed,
are modelled as functions on packets. Further built-in relations
involving packets describe a switch’s flow table, the arrival of
a packet at a switch’s ingress port, and the fact that a packet
at a switch has been forwarded from an ingress to an egress
port, the so-called “history relation”. Forwarding events are
recorded in this history relation. Since rules are modelled as
tuples in a relation (describing a flow table) they can contain
information like the rule’s priority.
The controller is modelled as an infinite loop consisting
of guarded commands manipulating the relations. The guards
model switch and controller events like packet forwarding
at switches or incoming packets at the controller. Note that
for the forwarding event the controller’s command is fixed in
the sense that the packet must be forwarded according the
rules in the flow table of the switch in question. As there
10A subset of network functions that require to keep algorithmic state.
is no explicit switch semantics, the behaviour of switches is
implicitly modelled by the controller in that way. The user-
defined commands of the controller program can only be
defined as reaction to packet-in events, i.e. when the controller
receives a packet.
The command language is a simple imperative block-
structured language with assignment, sequential composition,
while loop and conditional. It includes commands for adding a
set of tuples to, and removing a set of tuples from a relation.
This, the programming language provides relations as user-
definable data type. One can simply view these relations as
tables of a relational database. These tables will often contain
host addresses, switch names and port numbers, such that the
controller program can memorise relevant facts. Since flow
tables are modelled as relations, this allows the controller
program to install or deinstall a rule at a switch. Forwarding a
packet is modelled by inserting a tuple into the special “sent”
relation described above. Flooding a packet to all switch ports
except the packet’s ingress port is another possible command.
The guards in the conditional and while-loop use boolean
expressions and the check whether a tuple is in a relation
is such a possible expression.
The controller program allows initialisation of user-defined
relations before the event handling loop. Semantically, a
command is a predicate transformer, which given a predicate
(involving relations describing the controller and network)
specifying the post-condition after execution yields the weak-
est liberal precondition that needs to hold to guarantee that the
predicate holds as postcondition. The controller comes with a
user-defined transition invariant that specifies the intended use
of the data (i.e. the user defined relations) manipulated by the
controller.
It is assumed that switch and controller events are executed
atomically.
Specification Language. The invariants, the topology, safety
and transition (controller) invariant are all expressed in first-
order logic.
Type of Check.: The method will prove that the given safety
property (invariant) holds in whatever order the networks
events are processed. In case the property does not halt, bugs
that violate it can be reported.
Checking Phase. This approach uses a model of the network
and analyses it offline (static).
Layer One can reason about the data plane via the built-in
predicates. Since the controller program is the one that is
formally verified, one can also reason about the control plane.
Methodology. Hoare-style reasoning [98] is used to gen-
erate verifications conditions that are handed over to the
SAT solver. Let Inv be the inductive invariant, that is the
conjunction of topology, safety and transition invariants. The
weakest liberal precondition wp Jevent ⇒ cmdK is computed
for every event/command pair in the controller program. If
Inv ∧¬wp Jevent ⇒ cmdK (Inv) can be shown to hold by the
SAT solver for any event then the invariant is not preserved
by this event and a bug has been discovered. Otherwise, the
controller program is proven to preserve the invariant. First, it
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is checked that the invariants are consistent in the initial state.
Moreover, the inductive invariant is automatically obtained
by the initial invariant by iteratively apply ing the weakest
precondition operator until one actually obtains an invariant
for the controller program events. Note that while loops need
to be annotated with a user-defined invariant to start with.
Expressivity Due to the fact that inductive invariants are
proven, only safety properties can be shown. Those range over
first-order logic expressions that can use the relations used to
express network and control state.
Experimentation Various examples have been reported: a
simple stateful and well as stateless firewall, a firewall that
allows for migration of trusted hosts, network authentication
with learning as in Resonance [94], Stratos [99] style traffic
steering, called middlebox composition.
Deployability VeriCon is implemented in Python and uses the
Z3 [100] SAT solver. Examples run reasonably fast, under 0.3
seconds, despite several thousand verification conditions may
be generated for the SAT solver to check. However, the total
number of controller program lines never exceeded 93.
Limitations This approach can only verify safety properties.
All events are assumed to be executed atomically, so bugs
due to race conditions, i.e. installations out of intended order,
cannot be detected. A potential limitation is the power of
the SAT solver to check the verification conditions as they
are first-order in general and contain quantifier nesting like
∀∃. The authors argue that “by observation” the instantiation
dependencies for existential quantified variables are “shallow”,
i.e. they do not create new instantiation opportunities. It
remains rather vague, however, as this is just an observation
based on a few experiments.
D. NetPlumber
Properties NetPlumber [63] builds on HSA [60], deriving its
property set therefrom.
Model NetPlumber is centred around the idea of modelling
headers as points and packet flows as regions in the so-called
header space [60] ({0, 1}L where L is the length of the head-
ers). Its internal model is graph-based in which nodes represent
OpenFlow-like forwarding rules in the network (drawn from
the FIBs (Forwarding Information Base)), and directed edges
of the graph represent the next-hop dependencies of the rules.
A rule is said to have a next hop dependency to another rule
if, on the premise that there exists a physical link connecting
the rules’ switches, the range of the sender-switch’s transfer
function intersects (meets) the domain of the receiver. This
intersection represents a possible flow path, and for this reason
the edges are also referred to as pipes, the intersections as pipe
filters, and, by extension, the graph as plumbing graph. The
pipe filter: 111xx010, for example, which is the intersection of
the range 111xxxxx of rule r1 with the domain xxxxx010 of
rule r2, represents the packet headers at the output of rule r1
that r2 matches. For pushing flow into the dependency graph,
in addition to the rule-nodes, the so-called source-nodes are
connected to the graph, and their only role is to generate flows.
The generated flows are absorbed by sink-nodes. Another type
of node is the probe node. A probe-node is used to monitor
flows received on a set of ports, according to the policy at
hand, evaluating the constraints on flows. These constraints are
of two types: the filter expression, which matches the flows,
and the test constraint, which states conditions imposed on the
matching flows.
Taking full advantage of Software Defined Network (SDN),
an agent sits in-line with the SDN controller tapping into
the communication between the controller and switches. The
plumbing graph state is updated dynamically at each event
occurring in the data plane, such as install/remove flow entries
and link up/down. This way, only the dependency sub-graph
affected by an update has to be traversed.
The flows are augmented by history pointers which correspond
to the rules that have processed this flow.
Specification Language A language of regular expressions,
called FlowExp, is introduced to express conditions on the path
and the header of flows. It is designed to check constraints on
the history of flows received by probe nodes. Predicates on
the path taken by a flow (the test constraint on the history of
flows received by probe nodes), and on the header of flows
received on a probe node (the filter) can be either existentially
or universally quantified. The base predicates can express the
shape of paths and headers and can be composed via the
standard logical connectives.
For example, the fact that there exists a flow f that satisfies
both a filter and test constraint is expressed in FlowExp as:
∃{f | filter(f)} : test(f), and the probe-node which is
configured with it will fire if there is no flow f that satisfies
the test flow expression.
Type of Check: Checking is performed by exhaustive and
incremental flow analysis using the dependency graph rep-
resentation of the forwarding plane. Checking iteratively the
graph for acyclicity (or computing all subgraphs that have at
least one cycle in them) remains one of the issues that has not
been dealt with.
Checking Phase NetPlumber is verifying the compliance of
a stream of network state changes in real time.
Layer Data plane state changes (rules installation/removal,
link up/down events) are observed, and any new stream of
updates is applied on the dependency graph.
Methodology A graph-based flow analysis is used. Reachabil-
ity is computed by injecting a header space region, represent-
ing a wildcarded test flow, from the source port, propagating
it along the edges of the plumbing graph, and computing
the subset of flows that reaches the destination rule-node.
To guarantee loop freedom, each rule-node inspects the flow
history. Black holes are discovered when an ingress-flow on a
node which represents a rule with a non-empty set of output
ports, won’t egress this node.
Expressivity Flowexp offers a more flexible way than HSA
to express and check complex policy queries without having
to write ad-hoc code for each case. However, in order to
specify higher level policies, the policy constructs proposed in
the Flow-based Management Language (FML) [101] are used.
FML is a declarative policy language for specifying network-
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wide connectivity policies about flows, allowing administrators
to focus on policy decisions rather than on implementation
details.
Experimentation NetPlumber is evaluated on three pro-
duction networks: Google WAN (52 switches, about 143K
OpenFlow rules), Stanford University Backbone Network and
Internet2 nationwide backbone network. Checking all-pair
connectivity policy on Google WAN, 60% of rule updates can
be verified in less than 1ms, while it would take Hassel 100s, at
least. By increasing the number of instances of Google WAN,
the runtime gets better, however, 5 is the optimum number
of instances. The per add-rule run time of NetPlumber for all
networks is well under 1ms, while add-link run time takes a
few seconds.
Deployability By running HSA [60] snapshot-based computa-
tions in an incremental fashion, instead of building the entire
graph, allows NetPlumber to outperform HSA. The depen-
dency graph created consists, in the worst case, of R2 edges
where R is the number of rules in the network. Still, dealing
with large amount of information about rules and flows in the
plumbing graph, involves extensive memory access. To address
this issue and scale up to large data planes, the dependency
graph is partitioned into clusters forming a distributed policy
checker. By parallelising instances of NetPlumber, a reduction
in inter-cluster dependencies is achieved.
Limitations As a snapshot-based approach, NetPlumber, like
HSA, is not capable of checking state-dependent policies
over stateful settings. Another drawback is the high run time
for verifying link updates. While network policy violations
are detected, NetPlumber cannot provide an automatic and
effective violation resolution.
E. NICE [71]
Properties Violations of (network-wide) correctness proper-
ties, both safety and liveness, due to bugs in the controller
programs are sought to be discovered. A library of common
properties to be checked is provided (such as no forwarding
loops or no black holes). Optionally, NICE allows program-
mers to write application-specific correctness properties in
Python, both safety and liveness, as assertions over the global
network state.
Model NICE models networks as state machines. The system
state consists of three components: the states of the controller
programs, switches and hosts. Since the OpenFlow protocol
follows the event-driven programming paradigm, the controller
program manipulates the switches’ configuration state. In
response to events (e.g. packet-in) it executes appropriate
callback routines (i.e. event handlers). Each event handler
listens to inputs from the underlying network. When an event
occurs, the appropriate event-handling code is executed, re-
evaluating the corresponding global variables, which gives rise
to a new state. The controller program is accordingly modelled
as a transition system on (pattern of) events, event handlers
and states. The switch state is modelled abstractly as a tuple of
communication channels and a flow table. A communication
channel is a FIFO buffer and can be of one of two types: packet
channel and OpenFlow channel. Transitions can likewise be of
two types: process_pkt and process_of. The former
is used for processing data packets (e.g. match or forward
a packet), and the latter for OpenFlow messages (e.g. flow-
mod). The transitions are enabled once an occurrence (packet
or OpenFlow command) appears in the respective channel.
To eliminate repeated computations, the flow table is
modelled such that its entries have a unique representa-
tion by considering only one ordering. Hosts are classified
into clients and servers. The default abstractions of both
have two transitions: send/receive for the client and
receive/send_reply for the server. A counter tracks the
number of sent packets in the client. The mobile host is a
more refined version of the default model the state of which
is augmented with location data (switch, port). The location
is updated upon firing the transition called move. As an open
source framework, other models for the hosts are allowed to
be programmed.
Specification Language A specific symbolic logic for spec-
ifying the properties is not expounded on. The correctness
properties are specified in a general unrestricted logic as
Python code snippets. So anything that can be programmed
is expressible. However, network-wide properties, safety and
liveness, require variable quantification and temporal reason-
ing, so one can probably say that the implemented logic is a
first-order temporal one.
Type of Check It is a model-based approach focusing on
testing rather than verification. It consists of adapting model
checking into a form of systematic testing for finding bugs.
Checking Phase Offline error checking is performed without
reference to the controller code runtime behaviour in real-time.
Layer NICE is designed specifically for OpenFlow controller
programs written for the NOX-platform.
Methodology Since event handlers react to data plane events,
model checking data-dependent apps is tricky; the packet
space is huge and enumerating all possible concrete inputs
is intractable. NICE deals with this issue by using symbolic
execution as a systematic code analysis technique on top of
model-checking to identify representative inputs (i.e., equiv-
alence classes of packets) that exercise code paths in the
handler. The idea is to execute the event handler symbolically,
i.e., with symbolic packets as its argument. A symbolic user
input packet is a logical entity, whose header fields can take
any possible value. Along each path, when a branch that
depends on symbolic input is found, a first-order Boolean sym-
bolic formula (path constraint) that describes the conditions
satisfied by this branch is updated. Hence, the path constraints
abstractly represent all inputs that induces the code execution
to cover the path. The set of all collected symbolic constraints
that gives the path conditions is representative of one class
of packets. Upon completion of the symbolic execution, a
constraint solver is used to solve the constraints and if a
satisfying assignment is found, for each identified class, one
concrete representative packet is extracted which is to be
injected into the event handler covering that path. This way,
by concretising the symbolic input, test cases are generated
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for covering the path. The controller program under test, will
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Fig. 4: Example of a concolic execution tree fragment
in NICE for one client: Filled circles represent con-
crete controller states. The discover_packets calls
the packet_in handler with symbolic input packet
as argument. Each symbolic state (unfilled circles), ob-
tained as a result of taking the symbolic transition
discover_packets, represents a tuple of the sym-
bolic store, and the path constraints. The symbolic store
associates program variables with expressions over con-
crete values. On branches with more than one feasible
resolution, the symbolic state (S1 , for e.g.) is forked and
all feasible resolutions (three in our example) are explored
switching the graph to three new concrete states S2, S3
and S4.
Expressivity Properties are specified using a general-purpose
and highly expressive programming language, Python, which
hardly can be challenged by any symbolic logic with respect
to expressiveness.
Experimentation NICE approach is firstly evaluated in a
two-switches topology, each hosting a client, and a MAC-
learning switch program in the controller. The property to
be checked is not mentioned for this case, however it seems
that a property that will allow the transition system to be
fully unfolded is considered. A client sends an ICMP echo
request packet (ping) to the other client, and the learning
switch logic comes into play learning and updating the MAC
table with the locations (i.e., the switch and input switch-
port) of the senders. The setting is scaled up by increasing the
number of concurrent pings. Results show that by employing
the canonical representation of the flow tables on top of model
checking (without symbolic execution), the state space growth
rate slows down two times. In addition, if heuristics are turned
on as well, it results in a 28-fold state space reduction for three
pings.
In comparison to the other off-the-shelf model checkers, NICE
achieves credible results with SPIN [102] performing more
efficiently while Java PathFinder (JPF) [103] five time slower.
Further, NICE tested three applications: a MAC-learning
switch program, a server load-balancer, and energy-aware
traffic engineering. While the first application is run in the
same two switch/client pairs topology, the load balancer is
tested with one client and two servers connected to a single
switch, and the energy-efficient traffic engineering app in a
network topology with three switches in a triangle, one sender
host at one switch and two receivers at another switch. Eleven
bugs are reported to have been found in these applications.
Deployability Combinatorial explosion is the main hindrance
to application of model checking. Even symbolic execution
suffers from limited scalability, particularly with regard to
constraint solving cost and path explosion [104]. As a common
strategy to ensure feasibility of symbolic execution, NICE
introduces search heuristics to prioritise path exploration. The
PKT-SEQ heuristic introduces a schedule-driven concurrency
control into nondeterministic interleaving of enabled send-
transitions. This is achieved by imposing constraints on the
outstanding-packets buffer size, resulting in adjusted inter-
leaved executions and, consequentially, in state space reduc-
tion. NO-DELAY is another heuristic which, again, reduces
the number of thread interleavings of the controller program.
This time, the switch-controller communication actions are
excluded in the order in which non-deterministic choices are
made by the search algorithm (i.e. the total order). The UN-
USUAL heuristic elaborates on the fact that the sequential ex-
ecution (non-interleaved) of switch-controller communication
actions, from NO-DELAY heuristic, may hide bugs (e.g. race
conditions). For this reason, NICE explores other orderings
between those actions in case some unusual and unexpected
delay is observed during the execution of the initial sequential
ordering. NICE also applies a reduction technique (FLOW-
IR) that try to exploit independencies between concurrent
packet processing actions, i.e. actions the effect of which
is independent of their ordering. This is also known as the
commutativity of concurrent transitions feature. The aim is
to reduce the number of possible orderings that need to be
considered.
Limitations The framework is limited to testing controller
applications in Python whose source code is accessible. It
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often manoeuvres the model checker in order to control
orderings and reduce non-determinism, which might cause
loss of observable behaviours. However, in a testing context
where any form of guarantee cannot be offered, such manip-
ulations are well suited. Also, a high-level symbolic and non-
procedural language to abstract logic and specify correctness
properties is not included. Such spec lang would be simpler,
smaller, faster and easier to write good compilers for it.
F. Veriflow [61]
Properties. Veriflow can check network-wide, topological
properties. such as reachability, loop-freeness, absence of
black holes, consistent routing and correctness of access
control policies. More specifically, Veriflow exports a custom
C++ API that allows network programmers to reason about the
behaviour of the data plane; i.e. how packets are forwarded in
the network at any time.
Model Veriflow does not directly model the network. Instead,
the forwarding state is modelled using forwarding graphs.
Packets are modelled as Equivalence Classes (ECs); packets
belonging to the same EC get identical forwarding behaviour
from the network. A forwarding graph is EC-specific; each
vertex in the graph represents an EC at the respective (mod-
elled) network device. Edges between said vertices represent
a forwarding decision for the EC; i.e. any packet belonging
to this EC will be forwarded to the device modelled by the
destination vertex in the forwarding graph.
Specification Language. Veriflow exports a C++ API that
is used to implicitly express network properties and check
respective invariants. The exported API exposes ECs and
respective forwarding graphs as well as the effect of a new
rule to existing ECs. Verifying a network-wide property for
one or more ECs is done by traversing the forwarding graph
using an exported C++ method.
Type of Check. Veriflow operates checks on incoming for-
warding rules by the SDN controller and is agnostic to the
control plane and the respective controller program. For each
incoming rule, Veriflow will only calculate forwarding graphs
for the affected ECs. For each one of these, it will execute
invariant modules (i.e. code that implicitly defines network
properties as described above). If it is found that the new rule
would result in the violation of one or more invariants, an
alarm is raised to the network operator.
Checking Phase. Veriflow checks network-wide invariants at
runtime by intercepting forwarding rules before they reach
their destination network switches.
Layer. Veriflow is a data-plane verification tool that is com-
pletely agnostic to the SDN controller and running program.
Instead of verifying a network invariant for the whole network
state every time a new rule is added, it incrementally verifies
invariants by only examining affected ECs and their respective
forwarding graphs. When a network property is violated,
Veriflow can only raise an alarm for the problematic new
rule; this violation cannot be linked to the underlying SDN
controller program.
Methodology. Veriflow calculates a forwarding graph for each
EC. Incoming rules (from the SDN controller intercepted by
Veriflow) may trigger the updating of the set of ECs. A new
rule may result in adding or deleting an EC or splitting one
to multiple ECs. The respective forwarding graph is then
calculated for all updated ECs and invariants are checked
by executing invariant modules (see above) that implicitly
define the network-wide correctness properties. The GetAf-
fectedEquivalenceClasses() method returns the set of ECs
that are affected by the incoming rule. GetForwardingGraph()
returns the forwarding graph for a specific EC. With these
two methods one can write C++ programs that can examine
all forwarding graphs for all affected ECs. By calling the
ProcessCurrentHop() method on a specific forwarding graph,
a program can traverse the graph, examining the forwarding
behaviour for the respective EC and identifying invariant
violations. Veriflow uses tries, ordered trees that store an
associative array, to efficiently store new network rules, find
overlapping rules, and compute affected ECs.
Expressivity. Veriflow supports arbitrary C++ programs
(called invariant modules) that are executed on specific ECs
and forwarding graphs to check the correctness of network-
wide properties. Apart from commonly cited reachability
properties, the authors demonstrate how Veriflow can be used
to check for conflict detection and k-monitoring; i.e. whether
an incoming rule violates isolation of flows between network
slices, and ensuring that all flows in the network traverse one
of many specific monitoring points, respectively.
The expressivity is constrained by the underlying data that is
stored with the forwarding graphs and ECs. For example, the
authors acknowledge that Veriflow cannot check performance
properties that require knowledge on buffer sizes nor proper-
ties that are not implementable in an incremental fashion with
respect to only considering affected ECs.
Experimentation. Veriflow’s key performance indicator is the
verification latency; i.e. the time it takes to verify that an
incoming rule would not result in the violation of (implic-
itly) defined network properties. The authors microbenchmark
Veriflow using a stream of rules coming from a simulated
Rocketfuel [105] topology and BGP traces. BGP traces were
replayed and the resulting updates triggered respective rule
generation within the autonomous system (AS). Given the
nature of the simulated updates, only the destination IP address
is involved in all rules, therefore only this one field contributes
to the generation of ECs. Veriflow verified most of the updates
within 1ms which is acceptable for real-world deployments. As
expected, the verification time heavily depends on the number
of ECs that are affected by the incoming rule. For the described
setup, the largest verification time was 159.2ms due to an
update affecting 511 ECs, although only 5.5% of the rules
affected more than one EC. The authors also experimented
with link failures that inevitably affect a large number of ECs.
In the presence of more fields that affect ECs, Veriflow is
unsurprisingly slower; more fields to classify packets translates
to more unique ECs that are generated upon inserting new
rules. The tested topology consisted of 172 routers. It is not
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specified how large the resulting forwarding graphs were, and
there is no discussion on how the size of these graphs would
affect the verification latency. Veriflow verification is done
on forwarding graphs, therefore parallelisation is possible.
The effect of Veriflow on user-perceived performance is also
evaluated using an emulated network with Mininet [106].
More specifically, the authors measured the overhead Veriflow
induces in TCP connections and found that the average time to
establish a TCP connection increases if respective rules must
be checked by Veriflow.
Deployability. Veriflow is directly deployable in an
OpenFlow-based SDN network and operates on the live
network. Conceptually, it sits between the OpenFlow
controller and the network. It can operate as a proxy for
OpenFlow rules or be directly integrated with the controller
(NOX [107] in the version presented in the paper). Veriflow
intercepts all OpenFlow messages that are sent from the
controller to the network and checks whether the insertion
of a rule would violate the pre-specified network properties.
Veriflow’s trie structure is optimised so that header fields that
can only have exact values (no wildcards are allowed) are
represented in a single trie dimension. Problematic rules raise
respective alarms to the network operator.
Limitations. Veriflow will identify rules that, when applied,
would result in the violation of user-defined, network-wide
properties, however, it cannot link the problematic rule with
the running controller program. It is up to the network op-
erator/programmer to identify the root cause of the problem
(e.g. a bug in the controller program). Veriflow’s verification
latency is evaluated with respect to the number of ECs that
are affected by an incoming rule, but it is unclear how the
size of the network and respective forwarding graphs would
affect Veriflow’s performance. Moreover, although the number
of affected ECs in the presented evaluation scenarios is usually
very small, it is unclear how Veriflow would perform in large-
scale realistic scenarios with complex network applications.
Finally, in many cases, an update would require network-wide
changes that would be carried in a sequence of rules destined
to different switches. By looking at a single such rule, a
topological invariant (e.g. reachability) would be violated; only
when all these rules are established, the invariant would hold
again. Veriflow does not appear to support such bulk updates.
G. Anteater [62]
Properties. The main invariant properties that can be checked
are reachability, loop-freedom, black holes freedom and con-
sistency of forwarding rules between routers. Reachability
algorithm serves as a basis for checking the other properties.
Model. The network is modelled as a directed graph with
vertices corresponding to network boxes or destinations in the
network, and edges representing connections between vertices.
Another component of the graph is the policy function P ,
defined on the edges. This function, which is encoded as a
boolean formula over a symbolic packet exercising the edge
in question, can express different policies, like forwarding,
packet filtering, and transformations of the packet. A packet
can be forwarded/blocked over an edge only if the overall
policy function over this edge is evaluated to true/false. For
e.g., P(swi, swj) = dest ip ∈ 1.2.3.4/16∧ tcp dest port 6=
22 is a packet filtering rule which blocks SSH access to the
IP range 1.2.3.4/16 for packets flowing from switch i to j.
In order to model packet rewrite, each packet is represented
by an array of its lifespan instances, where each element of
this array represents the state of the packet at each transfor-
mation hop. By preserving the history of the packet, each
transformation is expressed as a constraint on its history, rather
than transforming the same original packet. The transformation
constraints are, of course, considered on top of the policy
constraints.
Specification Language. Anteater enables access to its objects
from Ruby and SLang, which allows properties to be expressed
sufficiently via either Ruby scripts or SLang queries.
Type of Check. Anteater verifies whether the network satisfies
the property: in case a bug is found, a counterexample is
returned.
Checking Phase. The diagnosing approach works offline, and
is based on static analysis of built data plane snapshots.
Layer. Anteater checks invariants exclusively in the data plane.
Methodology. In order to capture the data plane state, Anteater
collects, via SNMP, the devices’ forwarding information bases
(FIBs). Then, it combines the invariant and the network de-
scription encoding them into instances of boolean satisfiability
problem (SAT), and resolves them by passing into an off-
the-shelf SAT solver. Reachability, which is the most trivial
invariant property here, is checked in a quite classic way:
node j (network box or specific destination) is reachable from
i, if there exists a packet and a firing sequence i  j of
edges in the graph such that all the constraints of the policy
function along it hold for this packet. For checking whether
there are forwarding loops, the graph is rebuilt by creating
clone vertices, each of which has the same set of incoming
edges (and policies) as the original. Thus, a forwarding loop
equate to a clone being reachable from its original. The graph
is examined for black holes towards a set of destinations,
by adding a sink-vertex which is reachable from all these
destinations. Then, the problem of checking the property
“no black holes towards a (set of) box(es)/destination(s)”, is
lessened to checking that the sink-vertex is not reachable. The
above invariants can also be used to check for (in)consistencies
between the boxes’ policies which are expected to be identical.
Expressivity. Anteater checks only safety properties that can
be reduced to computing reachability of a remote network box
(or more refined destination), based on reachability algorithms.
Experimentation. The evaluation was done with University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) campus network: 178
routers (supporting predominantly OSPF, but also BGP and
static routing), 70k end-clients and servers. The Anteater’s
performance is also stressed by checking the forwarding loop-
freedom invariant in six autonomous system (AS) networks
from [105].
Deployability. Anteater revealed 23 bugs in 2 hours, 7 runs
in the UIUC network: 9 loops, 13 packet losses and 1
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inconsistency. Scaling the number of routers on a campus
network, the forwarding loop-freedom invariant checking time
for a run ranges, in a roughly quadratic trend, from about 6
min, for a subset of 178 routers, to single-digit seconds (subset
of two routers). It took about half an hour to check for the
loop-free forwarding invariant property in a network of 384
nodes from the Rocketfuel project [105], which is the biggest
one experimented in this paper.
Limitations. As the vertices in the graph represent network
boxes (or destinations) and not global states of the network,
the reachability analysis does not capture global behaviours
but is limited to looking for reachable IP network addresses
(routing reachability). Anteater is therefore limited to only
three property categories: loop-free forwarding, connectivity
and policy consistency of replicated boxes. Bugs which have
no effect on the content of the FIBs cannot be caught by
Anteater. Also, it might be the case that an inconsistent or
incomplete view of the network is got by the Anteater, when
the FIBs are updated while being retrieved. There is only one
counterexample returned per verification attempt.
H. NetKAT [82] incomplete still
NetKAT is a domain-specific language and logic for spec-
ifying and verifying network packet-processing functions and
part of the Frenetic [78] suite of languages.
Properties.
NetKAT provides a network programming language using
predicates and policies. Any property that can be expressed
as an equation or inequation can thus be checked. There
is no result which properties can or can not be expressed.
Examples show that reachability and isolation properties can
be expressed.
Model. The main idea is to represent a network as an
automaton to move packets. Kleene algebras describe the
equational theory of regular expressions, whereas boolean
algebras describe predicates, i.e. tests. KAT combines and
unifies both and thus is able to describe network behaviour
via the former concept and switch behaviour via the latter.
The model is thus an extension of Kleene algebras with tests
[108] (KAT).
The equational theory of NetKAT combines the axioms
for KAT and those domain-specific axioms that describe the
manipulation of packets. The equational theory is shown to be
sound and complete wrt. the denotational (algebra) semantics.
Syntactically, predicate expressions include constants true and
false (as the latter predicate retains no packets, one uses
the constant drop), matching a packet field f with value n
(f = n) as well as negation, conjunction and disjunction.
Packets are as usual modelled as records where field names
are assigned values from a finite domain. Policy expressions
include predicates, modifications for fields f ← n, sequential
composition of policies p and q (p; q) as well as parallel
composition (p+ q), a policy of recording the current packet
in the packet history (dup), and of course iteration (p∗).
The histories are only used for reasoning purposes (and not
required for computations).
For the algebraic equations there exists a denotational model
that has been shown sound and complete. In this denotational
model, every predicate and policy is interpreted as a function
on packet histories, i.e. a function f that maps a given history
h to a (possibly empty) set of histories {h1, . . . , hn}. Return-
ing the empty set models dropping a packet and its entire
history. Returning a singleton set {h1} models modifying and
forwarding a packet to a single location. Returning a set with
more than one history models modifying a packet in several
ways or forwarding it to several locations.
To model a network, one first models its topology, or better
its behaviour, as parallel composition of link policies. Such a
policy is the composition of a test whether a packet has arrived
at the source link (switch and ingress port) and a modification
that updates sw and port fields of the target link (i.e. switch
and egress port). Let us use the letter t to denote topology
policy.
Let p denote the forwarding policy of all the switches
(parallel composition off individual switch policies). Then
the network behaviour can be modelled as follows: packets
are first processed by a switch then forwarded along the
topology and then this process is repeated, so the end-to-end
behaviour of the network is described by (p; t)∗; p. Normally,
one identifies also the hosts where packets enter and leave the
network. Writing in for the policy describing where packets
enter the network and out for the policy describing where
packers leave the network, one can describe the network by
the expression in; (p; t)∗; p; out. If the history of packets is to
be recorded, which is essential for reachability analysis, then
one needs to model hop-by-hop processing using the following
expression: in; dup; (p; t; dup)∗; p; out.
Note that the expressions are in general richer than Open-
Flow tables, so some compilation is necessary to implement
the networks expressed in NetKAT.
Specification Language. The specification language is the
language of algebra, so properties are expressed by equations
or inequations between (network or policy) expressions. Let
us assume network policy p and topology t and also assume
a and b are policy expressions denoting (potentially specific
kinds of) packets at end hosts a and b. Whether b is reachable
from a can be formulated, e.g., as a; dup; (p; t; dup∗; b 6= drop.
The semantics of this expression can be proved to be exactly
reachability. Similarly, one can express waypointing, access
policies, loop freedom, or high-level operations such as net-
work isolation (slicing)
Type of Check. Any property expressed as equation or
inequation is checked by proving or disproving the algebraic
equation in question.
Checking Phase. Checking is done statically by proving al-
gebra equations. Whether the equation represents semantically
the property of choice can be shown by using the denotational
semantics.
Layer. NetKAT works on the network layer using policy
expressions, there is no explicit representation of an SDN
controller. High-level policies for switches can be expressed
however. The flow table content of the switches is obtained
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by compiling the (network) policy expression to a format that
corresponds to flow table entries only.
Methodology. The network is modelled as an algebraic ex-
pression that one can reason about equationally. One can also
compile such a NetKAT policy expression into a normal form,
one that does not use the Kleene star (which is something that
a switch cannot express semantically, as it is just a flow table)
and that can be expressed by isolated switch policies that in
turn can be normalised to expressions that basically correspond
to flow table configuration policies (i.e. nested cascades of
conditionals) which correspond to the OpenFlow standard. can
be flow table in OpenFlow standard.
For the verification of properties algebraic equations need
to be solved. It can be shown that the algebraic theory is
decidable and PSPACE-complete. The actual check can be
carried out in any tool that supports Kleene algebras with
test. In [109] a coalgebraic semantics has been defined that
allows for a more efficient verification of equations. It has
been proved that the coalgebraic semantics coincides with the
one described earlier.
Expressivity. NetKAT offers a policy language (like Frenetic
[78]). The language design is guided by Kleene algebras with
tests with basic primitives for networking. It thus comes with
a denotational semantics and an equational theory that is
sound and complete for this semantics. There is no equivalent
of a controller program but the language principles allow
unlimited formation of policies. This allows for reasoning
about the network and particularly properties like reachability
or loop-freedom. General temporal logic properties cannot be
expressed in the original work but extensions are available that
provide this [110].
Experimentation. The original NetKAT paper [82] does not
present any practical experiments. The version with coalge-
braic decision procedure [109] describes, however, a system
that decides NetKAT equivalences. It is an OCaml program
of about 4500 lines of code. This has been integrated into
the Frenetic environment. The decision procedure uses the
Brzozowski derivative of a set of strings S for a particular
string u, defined as u?1S = {v?Σ∗ : uv ∈ S}. A famous
results says that a string u is in a set of strings S denoted
by a regular expressions if, and only if, the empty string
ε ∈ u−1S. It is shown that the derivative can be encoded in
matrix form for fast computation of the bisimulation equality
by reducing the state space. Further optimisations using Hash
consing and memoization and sparse multiplication (which
avoids the numerous multiplications with 0 in a sparse matrix).
The following benchmarks have been tested: Topology Zoo
[111], FatTrees that are generated manually, and Stanford
Backbone [60]. Forwarding policies were introduced randomly
between hosts in the first case, fat trees for a given pair of
depth and fanout parameters were generated for the second
case and the last is an explicit real world topology with 16
hosts. The Stanford backbone allows for comparison with HSA
(see § V-B above). The properties checked were: connectivity
between all pairs of hosts, loop-freedom, translation valida-
tion (i.e. does the compiler translate high-level policies into
equivalent Open Flow forwarding rules?).
The results show that the given examples for Topology Zoo
run within seconds for smaller examples and scale to hundreds
of switches. The performance of the translation validation
property is an order of magnitude slower (with thens of hours
for topologies with thousands of switches) as it requires the
full coalgebraic bisimulation algorithm to be run.
The FatTree benchmark tests also scalability. The perfor-
mance is similar to the one observed for TopologyZoo where
small networks verify in seconds, while larger ones can take
many hours. On large inputs connectivity is fastest, loop
freedom taking twice as long, and translation validation twice
as long again.
For the last benchmark, the authors programmed a tool that
translates router configurations of the Stanford backbone to
NetKAT policies translating away prefix matching to use only
concrete IP addresses in policies. Furthermore, to reduce the
state space a static analysis was implemented that detects
which packet fields in policies are static and then partial
evaluates such policies to smaller ones before verification.
With those improvements reachability queries run in the
area of half a second which is comparable to the manually
optimised version of HSA (not the original which is an order
of magnitude slower).
Deployability. NetKAT decision procedure is integrated into
the Frenetic toolkit. One can statically verify equivalence of
network policies or translate a network policy into a set of
open flow table descriptions. The performance for reachability
appears to be comparable with optimised HSA and allows also
absence of loops of reasonably large networks.
Limitations. Some limitations have been overcome by exten-
sions: stateful NetKAT [112] to model switches with state, i.e.
registers, Probabilistic NetKAT [113] to model uncertainty and
randomized algorithms. Temporal NetKat [110] extends the
language with linear temporal logic over finite traces.
I. NetSAT [114]
Properties. The properties considered in this work are Reach-
ability between two ports, absence of forwarding Loops and
Slice Isolation.
Model. The network topology is represented as a set of
network elements (routers, NATs and firewalls) and links (pairs
of ports). The header fields’ values of a packet located at a
specific port (hswitch,port) are abstracted to boolean values
by a bit vector. The header encodes implicitly the switch and
port id it is located at. A Boolean variable valid(hswitch,port)
indicates the presence or absence of a valid packet at the port
at issue. A switch is encoded as a function that relates packet
header field values in the input and output ports. This function
incorporates, as a prioritized list, all the rules extracted from
the data structures of a network box, i.e., routing/forwarding
tables - RIBs/FIBs in routers/switches, Access Control List
(ACL) in firewalls, and Translation Table in NAT. Each rule, in
turn, consist of a matching field and an action to matching one.
A path that a packet takes through the network is represented
as a conjunction of switch formulae, i.e., as assignments to the
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header field variables. Thus, a single formula for the network
is built. The network state is a mapping of network elements
to the set of rules extracted from their data structures.
Specification Language. Properties are specified using propo-
sitional logic.
Type of Check. A SAT-based propositional logic verification
approach which verifies static snapshots of data plane with a
SAT solver.
Checking Phase. NetSAT is a static analyser: the network
states are snapshots at a single instant in time which do not
change during verification.
Layer. A framework for network forwarding data plane mod-
eling and property checking.
Methodology. Zhang and Malik [114] use a Boolean Satisfia-
bility Based Approach. They encode the data plane as a SAT
formula and use combinational search to find errors. Using
the single formula N for the network, which represents a
single valid packet path, the satisfiability of N ∧¬P indicates
contradiction of property P .
Expressivity. The framework is bound to express a set of three
data plane properties.
Experimentation. Experiments are conducted using two sets
of test benchmarks. The Stanford backbone network has 16
routers with VLAN tags, ACLs, etc., 15,000 rules which
gives 6.2 million Conjunctive Normal Form variables and 32
million clauses. The other set of benchmarks are synthetically
generated using the Waxman topology [115]. For the latter
benchmarks, four subsets of experiments were run scaling
the number of network boxes, rules and packet header size.
Minisat [116] is used as the SAT solver for all the experiments.
Deployability. It took about 100 seconds to return satisfiable
for both forwarding loop and reachability checking in Stanford
network, and about 5 seconds for unsatisfiable (disproving)
cases for reachability checking. A 50-switches topology, with
64-bit header length and < 106 rules, completed within
10 minutes, while checking a 190-switches topology with
160-bit headers (106 rules) took 4.5 hours. The size of the
encoding is proportional to the number of routing rules/boxes
which directly affects the execution time. The execution time,
however, is less affected by the packet header length.
Limitations. As a static technique, NetSAT considers a single
snapshot of the network and assumes that the network is
stateless. Only one satisfying assignment is computed each
time.
J. Kinetic0 (early version11) [117]
Properties. The properties of interest in this paper are those
expressible as set of packets and their trajectories, referred to
as trace properties. Such can be access control, connectivity,
routing correctness, loop-freedom, ‘no black holes’, blacklist-
ing, correct VLAN tagging, and waypointing. The substantive
objective of [117], though is an update abstraction which
is guaranteed to preserve these properties when transitioning
11Kinetic, which is part of the frenetic [78] family, is also quoted and
exclusively presented in a later paper [81] but positioned there in a more
specific role: that of a domain specific language (DSL).
between configurations; or in other words, that every packet
traversing the network is consistently processed by one and
only forwarding policy. It is provided a library of prevalent
network properties, such as loop-freeness, but custom proper-
ties can be added as well.
Model. A so-called located packet lp is modelled as a bit
vector along with a switch port where it is located. For each
packet, a trajectory t is associated with, which consists of
an array of ports the packet has passed through. A switch
function S maps a located packet to a (set of) located one(s).
The topology function T is encoded as a permutation of the
set of ports. The switch and topology functions constitute
the network configuration C. A network state N is a pair
consisting of: (1) a snapshot, at a particular instance of the
transition relation, of the mapping Q from all the switch ports
to the set of packets (updated with their hops history) enqueued
in the port queue, and (2) the network configuration C. The
network updates are alterations to the switch function. The
update transition is encoded as an overwriting of the switch
function with the new mappings between located packets.
The semantics of the network is a transition system whose
transition relation is an ordered concatenation of all atomic
update-transitions (called update sequence us). The notation
N
us−→∗ N ′ is used to denote the switch of the transition
system from N to N ′ due to the execution of a list us of
control messages from the SDN controller to the forwarding
plane. 12 In order to develop a run-time mechanism, the per-
packet consistency abstraction is presented which specifically
focuses on the network configuration changes. In the per-
packet consistency abstraction, when an update is applied to
network, all packets are processed by either the pre-update
configuration or the post-update one. This “2-phase update”
algorithm is based on a configuration versioning where packets
are tagged with a configuration version id (using the VLAN
field). The idea is as follows: first, the switches in the middle
of the network (i.e., switches that do not provide an entry
point into network) are updated with the new configuration
rules, tagged with the new version so that they can be hit only
by packets tagged with same version. The old configuration
is left in place. Next, the new configuration is installed in the
edge switches. The edge rules stamp all ingress packet with
the new version number. And last, the old configuration rules
are removed from all the switches once all the packets hitting
them are drained out of the network. The per-flow consistency
is another abstraction which is a generalisation of the per-
packet consistency one. In this abstraction, all packets of a
flow are processed by the same configuration version.
Specification Language. Branching time temporal logic
(CTL) is used here to specify behaviours along paths a packet
is allowed to walk on.
Type of Check. The updates proposed in [117] are provably
consistent: guarantees are provided (proofs) that the abstrac-
tions (per-packet/flow consistent updates) preserve all trace
12→∗ is the reflexive and transitive closure of the transition relation →.
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properties, i.e., if any property holds prior to, as well as after
an update, then the property also holds in-between.
Checking Phase. Since the semantics include updates, a
dynamically evolving network is modelled.
Layer. In order to pre-process the rules (so that they tag all
packets entering the network with a version number), manage
and refine them dynamically over time, [117] is placed on top
of the SDN controller in the capacity of a run-time system.
Methodology. The abstractions proposed here can be (the-
oretically) explored by any static analysis approach to verify
the invariant trace properties as network configurations evolve.
However, model checking is used by the authors to demon-
strate the idea.
Expressivity. Properties can be expressed in terms of the
path(s) traversed by a packet or sets of packets belonging to
the same flow. Branching time temporal logic (CTL) is used
to specify the allowed paths, which has been shown to be
adequate for expressing such properties.
Experimentation. [117] was evaluated through a set of simple
experiments which were developed using Mininet [106]. For
the main abstraction, i.e., per-packet consistency, two network
applications are implemented: routing and multicast. The for-
mer computes the shortest paths between all hosts and updates
routes as hosts get online/offline and switches up/down. The
latter, groups the hosts into two multicast clusters13. The hosts
in each cluster are connected into a spanning tree. Both appli-
cations are run in three different scenarios: a) adding/removing
randomly 10% – 20% of the hosts, b) re-routing randomly
20% of the routes (simulating switch removals), and c) both
at the same time. Three different topologies are used for each
scenario: fat-tree [118], small-world [119] and Waxman [115].
Each topology contains 192 hosts and 48 switches. For the
multicast example, one of the multicast groups is changed each
time. The evaluation of the per-flow updates, is done through a
load-balancer that divides traffic between two server replicas.
The update for this experiment involves bringing new server
replicas online and re-balancing the load.
Deployability. The update abstractions are implemented in a
system called Kinetic, in Python, which sits on top of NOX
controller [107]. Both abstractions are, from implementation
point of view, represented by a function which implements the
update transition for any new configuration. To unroll the tran-
sition system Kinetic uses the NuSMV model checker [120]
as verification engine. For reducing the overhead required to
perform consistent updates and achieve better performance,
several optimisations are introduced. The idea behind the
optimisations is that instead of deploying a full 2-phase update
mechanism that installs the full new policy and then uninstalls
the old policy, only the “delta” between the two configura-
tions is considered. These optimisations (referred to as pure
extensions/retractions) are applicable under certain conditions
– e.g., when the update only affects a subset of switches, rules
or network traffic as hosts come online or go offline – and as
13A multicast cluster is a set of hosts that listen for and receive traffic
addressed to a special, shared multicast IP
such, since a complete two-phase update is not required, the
transition to the new configurations is achieved in less time.
The update cost is proportional to the number of rules that
changed between configurations, as opposed to unoptimised
(full 2-phase) update, where the cost is proportional to the size
of the entire new configuration. For the multicast application,
the subset optimisations yield fewer improvements, as almost
all routes change when the spanning tree changes, bringing on
an expensive update. The optimisations are not applied for the
per-flow mechanism, therefore no optimisation evaluation of
the load balancer.
Limitations. The main drawback of [117] is that it requires
that both versions of rule-sets are at the same time represented
on the switches, resulting, in the worst case (when the subset
optimization is not applicable and a full two-phase update
takes place), in double the TCAM storage capacity overhead.
Another factor which increases the rule-space overhead is the
tag-matching. The properties that one can check in [117] are
limited to those expressible as sequence of hops a packet has
traversed.
K. Katta [121]
Properties. Same as [117], the property set consists of traver-
sal path invariants which are checked whether they are obeyed
throughout the execution of an update in the network.
Model. A location is a pair of switch id and an ingress port.
The rules are modelled as 3-tuples, each consisting of: i) a
predicate P on ingress packets, encoded by a pattern for
matching header fields and a location the matched packet
arrived on, ii) an action a on matching, and iii) a priority
z used to pick unambiguously a rule among rules with
overlapping patterns. Hence, a predicate is a symbolic ingress
flow. A global network policy R is a set of rules. The policies
are versioned using the VLAN or MPLS header fields. The
new forwarding policy which is about to be installed, is sliced
into sub-policies (subset of rules) by means of predicates. Each
sub-policy defines a sub-flow. This slicing allows the new
policy to be applied in rounds. Each round is executed pursuant
to the 2-phase paradigm [117]. In a 2-phase update, a policy
acts differently on edge switches than it does on middle ones:
at ingress edge switches, the rules stamp all packets entering
the network with a version number; the newly written version-
field serves as a new matching field for the rules at the middle
switches; and finally the rules at egress switches remove the
version information from the packets.
Specification Language. Same as [117].
Type of Check. Same as [117].
Checking Phase. Same as [117].
Layer. Same as [117].
Methodology. The abstraction in [121], wraps the one in [110]
and, moreover, adjusts it aiming at tackling rising TCAM
space, caused by the coexistence of both new and old policies
at the same switch, when implementing consistent updates. To
achieve this, the 2-phase update protocol [117] is applied in
instalments. This, of course, sacrifices updating time to cut
down space. It, first, divides the global policy into a set of
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consistent slices, and next applies the 2-phase update [117]
for all the individual configuration slices one by one. Given a
predicate Pi, the first algorithm in [121] computes the slice i
as the set of all rules that match the flows asserted by Pi.
To determine in each round the new rules that should be
placed in the network, but and the the old rules that can safely
be removed in order to preserve consistency, the algorithm
analyses and keeps track of the dependencies between flows
in the old and new policies. A rule from the old policy
remains active at the switches as long as there is some in-
flight flow which can be matched by it. More formally, if Pt
is a predicate which defines a subset of new rules installed up
to a transitioning instance t, then any old rule ro falling under
the predicate ¬Pt should not be removed as long as there is an
in-flight flow in the network which can be matched by ro. The
computation of the flows which correspond to a sub policy is
done through a reachability analysis along the lines of [60].
While the first algorithm only generates the slice given a
predicate, another algorithm is presented in [121] in order to
decide: i) how many slices the policy should be split into,
and ii) which predicates are to be used at each round, given
a predefined number K of slices (rounds) for an update. The
latter problem can be reformulated as an optimisation problem
as follows: “Partition the set of all ingress predicates into K
ordered subsets, optimally”, where optimally is quantified by
capping the worst-case rule-space overhead. Reasonably, this
is posed as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP). The MILP
finds the minimum rule-space overhead subject to several
constraints imposed by the semantics of the consistent updates.
The optimisation algorithm evidently aims to minimise the
rule-space overhead.
Expressivity. Same as [117].
Experimentation. The experiments are performed on the three
popular classes of topologies used in [117] (Fattree, Small-
world and Waxman), each with 24 switches and 576 hosts.
The scenario the experiments run, uses two load-balancing
policies, swapping them over. The load-balancing policy allots
randomly a set of server replicas. Then, it intercepts the
ingress flows in the edge switches and, by modifying their
destination IP address, distributes them randomly among the
server replicas. The second load-balancing policy can be
obtained from the first by cutting back the number of replicas.
Deployability. Preliminary empirical results are presented in
[121]. The Gurobi [122] optimiser is used as optimization
solver for the mixed-integer linear programming. It returns
the optimal solution in a range of few seconds for most runs;
finding the exact optimal solution, however, lasts much longer
(hours). In addition to the number of slice capping, the MILP
can also cap the rule-space overhead threshold per switch and
minimise the total time required to complete an update.
In the experiment using load-balancing, about 100 OpenFlow
rules are deployed at each switch. Each rule has exact-
matching on source and destination IP addresses (i.e., covering
the entire input string). A 6-round incremental update can
reduce the space overhead by a factor of ten. When the rule-
space overhead is capped at 5%, then about 20% of flows are
left to be processed by the old policy by the end of the 1st
round, and only about 1% by the end of the 3rd round.
Limitations. Bounding the worst-case rule-space overhead
comes at a price of slower update.
L. Minesweeper [90]
Properties. Minesweeper encodes the behaviour of the net-
work and a (negated) property of interest into a system of SMT
constraints. Properties can therefore be about the encoded
behaviour of the network. Additional variables can be added
to routers and their interfaces to reason about more complex
aspects of network operation. Example properties include
reachability, isolation, loop freedom, black holes, waypointing
(i.e. traffic traversing a specific chain of devices), equal path
length, disjoint paths. Minesweeper encodes behaviour of
routing protocols (e.g. BGP, OSPF) into SMT constraints,
therefore properties can be about routing protocol aspects; e.g.
neighbour or path preference, equivalence of configuration of
routers and load balancing.
Model. Minesweeper’s modelling philosophy is based on the
fact that the network plane solves the stable paths problem
[123], and models the network behaviour into SMT constraints
so that satisfiable assignments correspond to stable paths in the
control plane. With this approach, Minesweeper captures all
possible stable paths. Constraints that describe properties of
interest are then added to perform verification. Minesweeper
can reason about data packets in properties using integer
variables for the source and destination IP address and port and
the protocol header. Packet re-writing is not allowed therefore
there is a single global variable in the used formula.
Minesweeper models a router’s behaviour as a set of routing
protocols that operate independently to each other, exchanging
routing information with other protocols internally and with
other routers. The objective of each router is to select a best
route for a specific destination prefix based on the information
it receives from local and remote protocols instances. Protocol
instances exchange protocol messages which are modelled as
records of symbolic values. Minesweeper defines a number of
values (concrete or unconstrained) that can be used to model
messages exchanged by routing protocols (e.g. routing prefix,
prefix length, distance, BGP local preference etc.).
Routing information flow is modelled as a graph (which is
built on top of a given network topology) interconnecting the
various protocols instances within and across routers. Edge
labels e and i indicate a message exported by a routing
protocol instance and the same message after being processed
by an incoming filter at the destination instance, respectively.
Minesweeper verifies a property with respect to a specific
symbolic packet (modelled as discussed above), therefore it
only considers routing prefixes (for all protocol instances) that
are relevant to the symbolic packet. Import filters operate on
incoming protocol messages and can either drop them or alter
any of the protocol fields.
Each protocol instance selects the best route for given
IP prefixes by ordering all available routes in a protocol-
specific fashion (e.g. BGP prefers the route with the highest
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administrative distance). Each router will install a single route
in its data plane which is selected to be the best route offered
by each locally running protocol instance. After selecting a
best route, each protocol instance exports messages to all
its peer protocol instances; these can be pre-processed by
an export filter. Finally, Minesweeper encodes access control
lists in the data plane as constraints on routing entries used
to decide on the outgoing interface used to route a symbolic
packet.
Additional variables can be used to instrument
Minesweeper’s model so that a desired property can be
verified. For example, reachability can be verified by
instrumenting the model with a reach variable at each router
indicating whether the router can reach a specific subnet.
Specification Language. Minesweeper models the control and
data plane as SMT constraints written in first-order logic.
Type of Check. Minesweeper can verify properties for all data
planes (i.e. using symbolic packets) and any routing protocols
that can be modelled as discussed above. Minesweeper can
calculate all stable sets given a specific (distributed) routing
configuration and searches for just one of the stable sets (i.e.
control plane computation) that violates a given property. It
will not find all violations (in different stable sets - control
plane computations) at once; instead one can pinpoint a
bug, fix it and subsequently search for the next one. In the
absence of bugs, Minesweeper can verify the correctness of a
configuration for all control and data planes
Checking Phase. Minesweeper is a static analysis tool that
uses Batfish [88] to parse vendor-specific router configurations
which then translates into the symbolic model discussed above.
Property verification is done by the Z3 SMTP solver.
Layer. Minesweeper models both the data plane (using sym-
bolic packets and data plane filters) and the control plane
(using protocols instances that exchange routing messages
among each other and incoming filters on these messages). As
a result, it can check the correctness of routing configurations
for all modelled control planes and all data planes.
Methodology. Given the employed network model,
Minesweeper relies on an SMT solver to verify the
correctness of given properties or identify a bug for the given
system of SMT constraints (including the property to be
checked).
Expressivity. Minesweeper allows for model instrumentation
using user-defined variables that can be integrated into the
SMT constraints that are passed to the solver. In that sense,
Minesweeper is as expressive as first-order logic allows it
to be. Control plane modelling is extensive and the authors
provide a list of protocols/routing functionality that can be
modelled by Minesweeper out of the box.
Experimentation. The authors evaluated Minesweeper in rela-
tively small real-world topologies with real configurations and
synthetic, but functional, topologies of various sizes. Example
properties they checked include reachability to management
interfaces, local equivalence of routers and absence of black
holes. Minesweeper revealed tens of property violations for
all the aforementioned properties. Minesweeper verified all
properties for the small real-world networks (2 to 25 routers
each) in under a second (in the majority of cases). As expected,
verification is slower as the size of the network (and the
respective lines of routing configuration) increases. Scalability
analysis showed that for synthetic network configurations,
Minesweeper’s verification performance is in the order of
minutes or tens of minutes. Finally, the authors assessed the
performance gains from the proposed optimisations; replacing
bit vectors for advertised prefixes speeds up verification by
over 200x on average. The proposed slicing optimizations
result in performance gains of 2.3x on average.
Deployability. Minesweeper is deployable as long as the
deployed routing protocols are part of the modelled control
plane functionality (e.g. BGP, OSPF, static routes etc.). It
parses vendor-specific routing configurations (using Batfish
[88]), which are then transformed to the defined model. The
authors applied Minesweeper on configurations of real-world
networks that have been operational for years. The authors
propose a number of optimisations that make Minesweeper
deployment realistic. Prefix elimination is based on the fact
that prefixes in routing messages do not need to be represented
explicitly because the destination IP address of the symbolic
packet and the prefix length are known, therefore there is
a unique valid corresponding prefix for that destination IP.
With this optimisation there is no need to represent prefixes
with bit vectors which are very expensive for SMT solvers.
Loop detection for routing messages of policy-based routing
protocols is also expensive if state is to be maintained in
routers, therefore the authors propose to use protocol-specific
information (e.g. for BGP) to ensure that loops will never
occur. Finally, the authors propose a number of ‘network
slicing’ optimisations, that remove bits from the encoding that
are unnecessary for the final solution; e.g. if BGP routers never
set a local preference, then the local preference attribute will
never affect the decision and is removed.
Limitations. Minesweeper can only reason about the sta-
ble sets to which the control plane will converge, therefore
it cannot verify properties during the transition of routing
protocols’ state; a simulation tool would be needed for that
purpose but the authors note that this compromise significantly
improves performance. Second, Minesweeper only considers
elements of the control plane that influence the forwarding
decisions pertaining to a single symbolic packet at a time
(through the defined valid field that checks if a message is
advertised from a neighbor and not filtered and the control
plane destination prefix applies to the destination IP of this
symbolic packet). It is therefore expensive to model features
that introduce dependencies among destinations. Minesweeper
is a static analysis tool therefore if the routing configuration
changes, properties must be verified from scratch. Finally,
Minesweeper, cannot reveal all bugs at once; a bug first needs
to be fixed in order to continue with the verification process.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this review, the evidence for the two sides of the SDN
verification coin has been exhibited; that it is reasonably
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practicable to enhance network verification taking advantage
of the goodies included in the SDN package, and that the SDN
architecture introduces new vulnerabilities that are not present
in traditional networks.
In summary, the fate of future networks is still unknown.
Programmatic networks are still maturing and largely untested.
Early implementations of every protocol have been buggy –
SDN is no different. Although the work on advancements to
network verification is more mature than ever, so much work
has been purely theoretical, or at best, tested on unrealistically
small and simple problems – let alone battle tested or applied
on a model of the system and not the actual system. Many
research in this area attempt to verify each SDN component
separately or focus on domain specific heuristics, but do not
provide a unified approach to automatically validate the logical
consistency between all the compartments of the ecosystem. A
cross-layer modelling and verification system that can analyse
the configurations and policies across both application and
network components as a single unit is still to come.
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Abstract. In software-defined networks (SDN), a controller program is
in charge of deploying diverse network functionality across a large number
of switches, but this comes at a great risk: deploying buggy controller code
could result in network and service disruption and security loopholes. The
automatic detection of bugs or, even better, verification of their absence
is thus most desirable, yet the size of the network and the complexity
of the controller makes this a challenging undertaking. In this paper, we
propose MOCS, a highly expressive, optimised SDN model that allows
capturing subtle real-world bugs, in a reasonable amount of time. This is
achieved by (1) analysing the model for possible partial order reductions,
(2) statically pre-computing packet equivalence classes and (3) indexing
packets and rules that exist in the model. We demonstrate its superiority
compared to the state of the art in terms of expressivity, by providing
examples of realistic bugs that a prototype implementation of MOCS
in Uppaal caught, and performance/scalability, by running examples on
various sizes of network topologies, highlighting the importance of our
abstractions and optimisations.
Note: This is an extended version of our paper (with the same name),
which appears in CAV 2020.
1 Introduction
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [16] has brought about a paradigm shift
in designing and operating computer networks. A logically centralised controller
implements the control logic and ‘programs’ the data plane, which is defined by
flow tables installed in network switches. SDN enables the rapid development
of advanced and diverse network functionality; e.g. in designing next-generation
inter-data centre tra c engineering [10], load balancing [19], firewalls [24], and
Internet exchange points (IXPs) [15]. SDN has gained noticeable ground in the
industry, with major vendors integrating OpenFlow [36], the de-facto SDN stan-
dard maintained by the Open Networking Forum, in their products. Operators
deploy it at scale [27,37]. SDN presents a unique opportunity for innovation and
rapid development of complex network services by enabling all players, not just
vendors, to develop and deploy control and data plane functionality in networks.
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in problematic flow entries at the data plane and, potentially, service disrup-
tion [13,18,48,46] and security loopholes [26,7]. Understanding and fixing such
bugs is far from trivial, given the distributed and concurrent nature of computer
networks and the complexity of the control plane [43].
With the advent of SDN, a large body of research on verifying network prop-
erties has emerged [32]. Static network analysis approaches [33,30,50,2,44,11] can
only verify network properties on a given fixed network configuration but this
may be changing very quickly (e.g. as in [1]). Another key limitation is the fact
that they cannot reason about the controller program, which, itself, is responsi-
ble for the changes in the network configuration. Dynamic approaches, such as
[31,39,49,23,29,47], are able to reason about network properties as changes hap-
pen (i.e. as flow entries in switches’ flow tables are being added and deleted),
but they cannot reason about the controller program either. As a result, when a
property violation is detected, there is no straightforward way to fix the bug in
the controller code, as these systems are oblivious of the running code. Identifying
bugs in large and complex deployments can be extremely challenging.
Formal verification methods that include the controller code in the model of
the network can solve this important problem. Symbolic execution methods, such
as [45,8,11,28,14,5,12], evaluate programs using symbolic variables accumulating
path-conditions along the way that then can be solved logically. However, they
su↵er from the path explosion problem caused by loops and function calls which
means verification does not scale to larger controller programs (bug finding still
works but is limited). Model checking SDNs is a promising area even though only
few studies have been undertaken [28,3,8,42,34,35]. Networks and controller can
be naturally modelled as transition systems. State explosion is always a problem
but can be mitigated by using abstraction and optimisation techniques (i.e. par-
tial order reductions). At the same time, modern model checkers [21,6,9,25,20]
are very e cient.
netsmc [28] uses a bespoke symbolic model checking algorithm for checking
properties given a subset of computation tree logic that allows quantification
only over all paths. As a result, this approach scales relatively well, but the re-
quirement that only one packet can travel through the network at any time is
very restrictive and ignores race conditions. nice [8] employs model checking
but only looks at a limited amount of input packets that are extracted through
symbolically executing the controller code. As a result, it is a bug-finding tool
only. The authors in [42] propose a model checking approach that can deal with
dynamic controller updates and an arbitrary number of packets but require man-
ually inserted non-interference lemmas that constrain the set of packets that
can appear in the network. This significantly limits its applicability in realistic
network deployments. Kuai [34] overcomes this limitation by introducing model-
specific partial order reductions (PORs) that result in pruning the state space
by avoiding redundant explorations. However, it has limitations explained at the
end of this section.
In this paper, we take a step further towards the full realisation of model
checking real-world SDNs by introducing MOCS (MOdel Checking for Software
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defined networks)1, a highly expressive, optimised SDN model which we im-
plemented in Uppaal2 [6]. MOCS, compared to the state of the art in model
checking SDNs, can model network behaviour more realistically and verify larger
deployments using fewer resources. The main contributions of this paper are:
Model Generality. The proposed network model is closer to the OpenFlow
standard than previous models (e.g. [34]) to reflect commonly exhibited behaviour
between the controller and network switches. More specifically, it allows for race
conditions between control messages and includes a significant number of Open-
Flow interactions, including barrier response messages. In our experimentation
section, we present families of elusive bugs that can be e ciently captured by
MOCS.
Model Checking Optimisations. To tackle the state explosion problem we
propose context-dependent partial order reductions by considering the concrete
control program and specification in question. We establish the soundness of the
proposed optimisations. Moreover, we propose state representation optimisations,
namely packet and rule indexing, identification of packet equivalence classes and
bit packing, to improve performance. We evaluate the benefits from all proposed
optimisations in §4.
Our model has been inspired by Kuai [34]. According to the contributions
above, however, we consider MOCS to be a considerable improvement. We model
more OpenFlow messages and interactions, enabling us to check for bugs that
[34] cannot even express (see discussion in §4.2). Our context-dependent PORs
systematically explore possibilities for optimisation. Our optimisation techniques
still allow MOCS to run at least as e ciently as Kuai, often with even better
performance.
2 Software-Defined Network Model
A key objective of our work is to enable the verification of network-wide proper-
ties in real-world SDNs. In order to fulfil this ambition, we present an extended
network model to capture complex interactions between the SDN controller and
the network. Below we describe the adopted network model, its state and tran-
sitions.
2.1 Formal Model Definition
The formal definition of the proposed SDN model is by means of an action-
deterministic transition system. We parameterise the model by the underlying
network topology   and the controller program cp in use, as explained further
below (§2.2).
1 A release of MOCS is publicly available at https://tinyurl.com/y95qtv5k
2 Uppaal has been chosen as future plans include extending the model to timed actions
like e.g. timeouts. Note that the model can be implemented in any model checker.
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Definition 1. An SDN model is a 6-tuple Mp ,cpq “ pS, s0, A, ãÑ, AP, Lq, where
S is the set of all states the SDN may enter, s0 the initial state, A the set of
actions which encode the events the network may engage in, ãÑÑ S ˆ A ˆ S
the transition relation describing which execution steps the system undergoes as
it perform actions, AP a set of atomic propositions describing relevant state
properties, and L : S Ñ 2AP is a labelling function, which relates to any state s P
S a set Lpsq P 2AP of those atomic propositions that are true for s. Such an SDN
model is composed of several smaller systems, which model network components
(hosts, switches and the controller) that communicate via queues and, combined,
give rise to the definition of ãÑ. The states of an SDN transition system are
3-tuples p⇡,  ,  q, where ⇡ represents the state of each host,   the state of each
switch, and   the controller state. The components are explained in §2.2 and the
transitions ãÑ in §2.3.
Figure 1 illustrates a high-level view of OpenFlow interactions (left side),















































Fig. 1: A high-level view of OpenFlow interactions using OpenFlow specifi-
cation terminology (left half) and the modelled actions (right half). A red
solid-line arrow depicts an action which, when fired, (1) dequeues an item from
the queue the arrow begins at, and (2) adds an item in the queue the arrow-
head points to (or multiple items if the arrow is double-headed). Deleting an
item from the target queue is denoted by a reverse arrowhead. A forked arrow
denotes multiple targeted queues.
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2.2 SDN Model Components
Throughout we will use the common ‘dot-notation’ (_._) to refer to components
of composite gadgets (tuples), e.g. queues of switches, or parts of the state. We
use obvious names for the projections functions like s. .sw.pq for the packet queue
of the switch sw in state s. At times we will also use t1 and t2 for the first and
second projection of tuple t.
Network Topology. A location pn, ptq is a pair of a node (host or switch)
n and a port pt. We describe the network topology as a bijective function   :
pSwitches Y Hostsq ˆ Ports Ñ pSwitches Y Hostsq ˆ Ports consisting of a set of
directed edges xpn, ptq, pn 1, pt 1qy, where pt 1 is the input port of the switch or host
n1 that is connected to port pt at host or switch n. Hosts, Switches and Ports are
the (finite) sets of all hosts, switches and ports in the network, respectively. The
topology function is used when a packet needs to be forwarded in the network.
The location of the next hop node is decided when a send, match or fwd action
(all defined further below) is fired. Every SDN model is w.r.t. a fixed topology  
that does not change.
Packets. Packets are modelled as finite bit vectors and transferred in the network
by being stored to the queues of the various network components. A packet P
Packets (the set of all packets that can appear in the network) contains bits
describing the proof-relevant header information and its location loc.
Hosts. Each host P Hosts, has a packet queue (rcvq) and a finite set of ports
which are connected to ports of other switches. A host can send a packet to
one or more switches it is connected to (send action in Figure 1) or receive a
packet from its own rcvq (recv action in Figure 1). Sending occurs repeatedly in
a non-deterministic fashion which we model implicitly via the p0, 8q abstraction
at switches’ packet queues, as discussed further below.
Switches. Each switch P Switches, has a flow table pftq, a packet queue ppqq,
a control queue pcqq, a forwarding queue pfqq and one or more ports, through
which it is connected to other switches and/or hosts. A flow table ft Ñ Rules is a
set of forwarding rules (with Rules being the set of all rules). Each one consists
of a tuple ppriority , pattern, portsq, where priority P N determines the priority of
the rule over others, pattern is a proposition over the proof-relevant header of
a packet, and ports is a subset of the switch’s ports. Switches match packets in
their packet queues against rules (i.e. their respective pattern) in their flow table
(match action in Figure 1) and forward packets to a connected device (or final
destination), accordingly. Packets that cannot be matched to any rule are sent to
the controller’s request queue (rq) (nomatch action in Figure 1); in OpenFlow,
this is done by sending a PacketIn message. The forwarding queue fq stores
packets forwarded by the controller in PacketOut messages. The control queue
stores messages sent by the controller in FlowMod and BarrierReq messages.
FlowMod messages contain instructions to add or delete rules from the flow table
(that trigger add and del actions in Figure 1). BarrierReq messages contain
barriers to synchronise the addition and removal of rules. MOCS conforms to
the OpenFlow specifications and always execute instructions in an interleaved
fashion obeying the ordering constraints imposed by barriers.
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OpenFlow Controller. The controller is modelled as a finite state automaton
embedded into the overall transition system. A controller program cp, as used
to parametrise an SDN model, consists of pCS , pktIn, barrierInq. It uses its own
local state cs P CS , where CS is the finite set of control program states. Incoming
PacketIn and BarrierRes messages from the SDN model are stored in separate
queues (rq and brq , respectively) and trigger ctrl or bsync actions (see Figure 1)
which are then processed by the controller program in its current state. The
controller’s corresponding handler, pktIn for PacketIn messages and barrierIn for
BarrierRes messages, responds by potentially changing its local state and sending
messages to a subset of Switches, as follows. A number of PacketOut messages
– pairs of (pkt, ports) – can be sent to a subset of Switches. Such a message is
stored in a switch’s forward queue and instructs it to forward packet pkt along the
ports ports. The controller may also send any number of FlowMod and BarrierReq
messages to the control queue of any subset of Switches. A FlowMod message may
contain an add or delete rule modification instruction. These are executed in an
arbitrary order by switches, and barriers are used to synchronise their execution.
Barriers are sent by the controller in BarrierReq messages. OpenFlow requires
that a response message (BarrierRes) is sent to the controller by a switch when a
barrier is consumed from its control queue so that the controller can synchronise
subsequent actions. Our model includes a brepl action that models the sending
of a BarrierRes message from a switch to the controller’s barrier reply queue
(brq), and a bsync action that enables the controller program to react to barrier
responses.
Queues. All queues in the network are modelled as finite state. Packet queues pq
for switches are modelled as multisets, and we adopt p0, 8q abstraction [40]; i.e.
a packet is assumed to appear either zero or an arbitrary (unbounded) amount
of times in the respective multiset. This means that once a packet has arrived
at a switch or host, (infinitely) many other packets of the same kind repeatedly
arrive at this switch or host. Switches’ forwarding queues fq are, by contrast,
modelled as sets, therefore if multiple identical packets are sent by the controller
to a switch, only one will be stored in the queue and eventually forwarded by
the switch. The controller’s request rq and barrier reply queues brq are modelled
as sets as well. Hosts’ receive queues rcvq are also modelled as sets. Controller
queues cq at switches are modelled as a finite sequence of sets of control messages
(representing add and remove rule instructions), interleaved by any number of
barriers. As the number of barriers that can appear at any execution is finite,
this sequence is finite.
2.3 Guarded Transitions
Here we provide a detailed breakdown of the transition relation s
↵p~aqã››Ñ s1 for
each action ↵p~aq P Apsq, where Apsq the set of all enabled actions in s in the
proposed model (see Figure 1). Transitions are labelled by action names ↵ with
arguments ~a. The transitions are only enabled in state s if s satisfies certain
conditions called guards that can refer to the arguments ~a. In guards, we make
use of predicate bestmatchpsw , r , pktq that expresses that r is the highest priority
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rule in sw .ft that matches pkt ’s header. Below we list all possible actions with
their respective guards.
sendph, pt , pktq. Guard: true. This transition models packets arriving in the
network in a non-deterministic fashion. When it is executed, pkt is added to
the packet queue of the network switch connected to the port pt of host h (or,
formally, to  ph, ptq1.pq , where   is the topology function described above). As
described in §3.2, only relevant representatives of packets are actually sent by
end-hosts. This transition is unguarded, therefore it is always enabled.
recvph, pktq. Guard: pkt P h.rcvq . This transition models hosts receiving (and
removing) packets from the network and is enabled if pkt is in h’s receive queue.
matchpsw , pkt , rq. Guard: pkt P sw .pq ^ r P sw .ft ^ bestmatchpsw , r , pktq. This
transition models matching and forwarding packet pkt to zero or more next hop
nodes (hosts and switches), as a result of highest priority matching of rule r with
pkt . The packet is then copied to the packet queues of the connected hosts and/or
switches, by applying the topology function to the port numbers in the matched
rule; i.e.  psw , ptq1.pq , @pt P r .ports. Dropping packets is modelled by having a
special ‘drop’ port that can be included in rules. The location of the forwarded
packet(s) is updated with the respective destination (switch/host, port) pair; i.e.
 psw , ptq. Due to the p0, 8q abstraction, the packet is not removed from sw .pq .
nomatchpsw , pktq. Guard: pkt P sw .pq ^Er P sw .ft . bestmatchpsw , r , pktq. This
transition models forwarding a packet to the OpenFlow controller when a switch
does not have a rule in its forwarding table that can be matched against the
packet header. In this case, pkt is added to rq for processing. pkt is not removed
from sw .pq due to the supported p0, 8q abstraction.
ctrlppkt , csq. Guard: pkt P controller .rq . This transition models the execution
of the packet handler by the controller when packet pkt , that was previously sent
by switch pkt .loc1, is available in rq. The controller’s packet handler function
pktInppkt .loc1, pkt , csq is executed which, in turn (i) reads the current controller
state cs and changes it according to the controller program, (ii) adds a number
of rules, interleaved with any number of barriers, into the cq of zero or more
switches, and (iii) adds zero or more forwarding messages, each one including a
packet along with a set of ports, to the fq of zero or more switches.
fwdpsw , pkt , portsq. Guard: ppkt , portsq P sw .fq . This transition models for-
warding packet pkt that was previously sent by the controller to sw’s forwarding
queue sw .fq . In this case, pkt is removed from sw .fq (which is modelled as a
set), and added to the pq of a number of network nodes (switches and/or hosts),
as defined by the topology function  psw , ptq1.pq , @pt P ports. The location of
the forwarded packet(s) is updated with the respective destination (switch/host,
port) pair; i.e.  pn, ptq.
FM psw , rq, where FM P tadd , delu. Guard: pFM , rq P headpsw .cqq. These tran-
sitions model the addition and deletion, respectively, of a rule in the flow table of
switch sw. They are enabled when one or more add and del control messages are
in the set at the head of the switch’s control queue. In this case, r is added to –
or deleted from, respectively – sw .ft and the control message is deleted from the
set at the head of cq. If the set at the head of cq becomes empty it is removed.
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If then the next item in cq is a barrier, a brepl transition becomes enabled (see
below).
breplpsw , xidq. Guard: bpxidq “ headpsw .cqq. This transition models a switch
sending a barrier response message, upon consuming a barrier from the head of its
control queue; i.e. if bpxidq is the head of sw.cq, where xid P N is an identifier for
the barrier set by the controller, bpxidq is removed and the barrier reply message
brpsw , xidq is added to the controller’s brq.
bsyncpsw , xid , csq. Guard: brpsw , xidq P controller .brq . This transition models
the execution of the barrier response handler by the controller when a barrier
response sent by switch sw is available in brq. In this case, brpsw , xidq is removed
from the brq, and the controller’s barrier handler barrierInpsw , xid , csq is executed
which, in turn (i) reads the current controller state cs and changes it according to
the controller program, (ii) adds a number of rules, interleaved with any number
of barriers, into the cq of zero or more switches, and (iii) adds zero or more
forwarding messages, each one including a packet along with a set of ports, to
the fq of zero or more switches.
An example run. In Figure 2, we illustrate a sequence of MOCS transitions
through a simple packet forwarding example. The run starts with a send tran-
sition; packet p is copied to the packet queue of the switch in black. Initially,
switches’ flow tables are empty, therefore p is copied to the controller’s request
queue (nomatch transition); note that p remains in the packet queue of the
switch in black due to the p0, 8q abstraction. The controller’s packet handler is
then called (ctrl transition) and, as a result, (1) p is copied to the forwarding
queue of the switch in black, (2) rule r1 is copied to the control queue of the
switch in black, and (3) rule r2 is copied to the control queue of the switch in
white. Then, the switch in black forwards p to the packet queue of the switch
in white (fwd transition). The switch in white installs r2 in its flow table (add
transition) and then matches p with the newly installed rule and forwards it to
the receive queue of the host in white (match transition), which removes it from
the network (recv transition).
2.4 Specification Language
In order to specify properties of packet flow in the network, we use LTL formulas
without “next-step” operator  3, where atomic formulae denoting properties of
states of the transition system, i.e. SDN network. In the case of safety properties,
i.e. an invariant w.r.t. states, the LTLzt u formula is of the form 2', i.e. has
only an outermost 2 temporal connective.
Let P denote unary predicates on packets which encode a property of a packet
based on its fields. An atomic state condition (proposition) in AP is either of
the following: (i) existence of a packet pkt located in a packet queue (pq) of a
switch or in a receive queue (rcvq) of a host that satisfies P (we denote this by
3 This is the largest set of formulae supporting the partial order reductions used in §3,
as stutter equivalence does not preserve the truth value of formulae with the  .
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DpktPn.pq .Pppktq with n P Switches, and DpktPh.rcvq .Pppktq with h P Hosts)4;
(ii) the controller is in a specific controller state q P CS , denoted by a unary
predicate symbol Qpqq which holds in system state s P S if q “ s. .cs. The spec-
ification logic comprises first-order formula with equality on the finite domains
of switches, hosts, rule priorities, and ports which are state-independent (and
decidable).
For example, DpktPsw .pq .Pppktq represents the fact that the packet predicate
P p q is true for at least one packet pkt in the pq of switch sw. For every atomic
packet proposition Pppktq, also its negation  Pppktq is an atomic proposition
for the reason of simplifying syntactic checks of formulae in Table 1 in the next
section. Note that universal quantification over packets in a queue is a derived
notion. For instance, @pktPn.pq .Pppktq can be expressed as EpkPn.pq . Pppktq.
Universal and existential quantification over switches or hosts can be expressed
by finite iterations of ^ and _, respectively.
In order to be able to express that a condition holds when a certain event
happened, we add to our propositions instances of propositional dynamic logic
[41,17]. Given an action ↵p¨q P A and a proposition P that may refer to any
variables in ~x, r↵p~xqsP is also a proposition and r↵p~xqsP is true if, and only if,
after firing transition ↵p~aq (to get to the current state), P holds with the variables
in ~x bound to the corresponding values in the actual arguments ~a. With the help
of those basic modalities one can then also specify that more complex events
occurred. For instance, dropping of a packet due to a match or fwd action can
4 Note that these are atomic propositions despite the use of the existential quantifier
notation.
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be expressed by rmatchpsw , pkt , rqspr.fwd port “ dropq ^ rfwdpsw , pkt , ptqsppt “
dropq. Such predicates derived from modalities are used in §B-CP5.
The meaning of temporal LTL operators is standard depending on the trace
of a transition sequence s0
↵1ã›Ñ s1 ↵2ã›Ñ . . .. The trace Lps0qLps1q . . . Lpsiq . . . is
defined as usual. For instance, trace Lps0qLps1qLps2q . . . satisfies invariant 2' if
each Lpsiq implies '.
3 Model Checking
In order to verify desired properties of an SDN, we use its model as described in
Def. 1 and apply model checking. In the following we propose optimisations that
significantly improve the performance of model checking.
3.1 Contextual Partial-Order Reduction
Partial order reduction (POR) [38] reduces the number of interleavings (traces)
one has to check. Here is a reminder of the main result (see [4]) where we use a
stronger condition than the regular (C4 ) to deal with cycles:
Theorem 1 (Correctness of POR). Given a finite transition system M “
pS, A, ãÑ, s0, AP, Lq that is action-deterministic and without terminal states, let
Apsq denote the set of actions in A enabled in state s P S. Let amplepsq Ñ Apsq
be a set of actions for a state s P S that satisfies the following conditions:
C1 (Non)emptiness condition: ? ‰ amplepsq Ñ Apsq.
C2 Dependency condition: Let s
↵1ã›Ñ s1... ↵nã›Ñ sn  ã›Ñ t be a run in M. If   P
Azamplepsq depends on amplepsq, then ↵i P amplepsq for some 0 † i § n,
which means that in every path fragment of M,   cannot appear before some
transition from amplepsq is executed.
C3 Invisibility condition: If amplepsq ‰ Apsq (i.e., state s is not fully expanded),
then every ↵ P amplepsq is invisible.
C4 Every cycle in Mample contains a state s such that amplepsq “ Apsq.
where Mample “ pSa ,A, ãÑ , s0 ,AP ,Laq is the new, optimised, model defined as
follows: let Sa Ñ S be the set of states reachable from the initial state s0 under





↵ãÑ s1 if ↵ P amplepsq
If amplepsq satisfies conditions (C1)-(C4) as outlined above, then for each path in
M there exists a stutter-trace equivalent path in Mample , and vice-versa, denoted
M st” Mample .
The intuitive reason for this theorem to hold is the following: Assume an
action sequence ↵i...↵i`n  that reaches the state s, and   is independent of
t↵i, ...↵i`nu. Then, one can permute   with ↵i`n through ↵i successively n times.
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One can therefore construct the sequence  ↵i...↵i`n that also reaches the state s.
If this shift of   does not a↵ect the labelling of the states with atomic propositions
(  is called invisible in this case), then it is not detectable by the property to
be shown and the permuted and the original sequence are equivalent w.r.t. the
property and thus don’t have to be checked both. One must, however, ensure,
that in case of loops (infinite execution traces) the ample sets do not preclude
some actions to be fired altogether, which is why one needs (C4 ).
The more actions that are both stutter and provably independent (also re-
ferred to as safe actions [22]) there are, the smaller the transition system, and the
more e cient the model checking. One of our contributions is that we attempt to
identify as many safe actions as possible to make PORs more widely applicable
to our model.
The PORs in [34] consider only dependency and invisibility of recv and barrier
actions, whereas we explore systematically all possibilities for applications of
Theorem 1 to reduce the search space. When identifying safe actions, we consider
(1) the actual controller program cp, (2) the topology   and (3) the state formula
' to be shown invariant, which we call the context ctx of actions. It turns
out that two actions may be dependent in a given context of abstraction while
independent in another context, and similarly for invisibility, and we exploit this
fact. The argument of the action thus becomes relevant as well.
Definition 2 (Safe Actions). Given a context ctx “ pcp, ,'q, and SDN
model Mp ,cpq “ pS, A, ãÑ, s0, AP, Lq, an action ↵p¨q P Apsq is called ‘safe’ if it
is independent of any other action in A and invisible for '. We write safe actions
↵̌p¨q.
Definition 3 (Order-sensitive Controller Program). A controller program
cp is order-sensitive if there exists a state s P S and two actions ↵,   in
tctrlp¨q, bsyncp¨qu such that ↵,  P Apsq and s ↵ã›Ñ s1  ã›Ñ s2 and s  ã›Ñ s3 ↵ã›Ñ s4
with s2 ‰ s4.
Definition 4. Let ' be a state formula. An action ↵ P A is called ‘'-invariant’
if s |ù ' i↵ ↵psq |ù ' for all s P S with ↵ P Apsq.
Lemma 1. For transition system Mp ,cpq “ pS, A, ãÑ, s0, AP, Lq and a formula
' P LTLzt u, ↵ P A is safe i↵
ô3
i“1 Safeip↵q, where Safei, given in Table 1,
are per-row.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Theorem 2 (POR instance for SDN). Let pcp, ,'q be a context such that
Mp ,cpq “ pS, A, ãÑ, s0, AP, Lq is an SDN network model from Def. 1; and let
safe actions be as in Def. 2. Further, let amplepsq be defined by:
amplepsq “
" t↵ P Apsq | ↵ safe u if t↵ P Apsq | ↵ safe u ‰ H
Apsq otherwise
Then, ample satisfies the criteria of Theorem 1 and thus Mp ,cpq
st” Mamplep ,cpq 5
5 Stutter equivalence here implicitly is defined w.r.t. the atomic propositions appearing
in ', but this su ces as we are just interested in the validity of '.
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Table 1: Safeness Predicates
Action Independence Invisibility
Safe1p↵q Safe2p↵q Safe3p↵q
↵ “ ctrlppk , csq cp is not order-sensitive if Qpqq occurs in ', where q P CS , then
↵ is '-invariant.
↵ “ bsyncpsw , xid, csq cp is not order-sensitive if Qpqq occurs in ', where q P CS , then
↵ is '-invariant.
↵ “ fwdpsw , pk , portsq J
if DpkPb.q . P ppkq occurs in ', for any
b P tswu Y t psw, pq1 | p P portsu and
q P tpq, recvqu, then ↵ is '-invariant.
↵ “ breplpsw , xidq J J
↵ “ recvph, pkq J if DpkPh.rcvq . Pppkq occurs in ', then
↵ is '-invariant.
Proof.
C1 The (non)emptiness condition is trivial since by definition of amplepsq it
follows that amplepsq “ ? i↵ Apsq “ ?.
C2 By assumption   P Azamplepsq depends on amplepsq. But with our definition
of amplepsq this is impossible as all actions in amplepsq are safe and by
definition independent of all other actions.
C3 The validity of the invisibility condition is by definition of ample and safe
actions.
C4 We now show that every cycle in Mamplep ,cpq contains a fully expanded state s,
i.e. a state s such that amplepsq “ Apsq. By definition of amplepsq in Thm. 2
it is equivalent to show that there is no cycle in Mamplep ,cpq consisting of safe
actions only. We show this by contradiction, assuming such a cycle of only
safe actions exists. There are five safe action types to consider: ctrl, fwd, brepl,
bsync and recv. Distinguish two cases.
Case 1. A sequence of safe actions of same type. Let us consider the di↵erent
safe actions:
‚ Let ⇢ an execution of Mamplep ,cpq which consists of only one type of ctrl -
actions:
⇢ “ s1 ctrlppkt1,cs1qã››››››››Ñ s2 ctrlppkt2,cs2qã››››››››Ñ ...si´1 ctrlppkti´1,csi´1qã›››››››››››Ñ si
Suppose ⇢ is a cycle. According to the ctrl semantics, for each transition
s
ctrlppkt,csqã›››››››Ñ s1, where s “ p⇡,  ,  q, s1 “ p⇡1,  1,  1q, it holds that  1.rq “
 .rqztpktu as we use sets to represent rq bu↵ers. Hence, for the execution
⇢ it holds  i.rq “  1.rqztpkt1, pkt2, ...pkt i´1u which implies that s1 ‰ si.
Contradiction.
‚ Let ⇢ an execution which consists of only one type of fwd -actions: similar
argument as above since fq-s are represented by sets and thus forward
messages are removed from fq.
‚ Let ⇢ an execution which consists of only one type of brepl -actions: similar
argument as above since control messages are removed from cq.
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‚ Let ⇢ an execution which consists of only one type of bsync-actions: sim-
ilar argument as above, as barrier reply messages are removed from brq-s
that are represented by sets.
‚ Let ⇢ an execution which consists of only one type of recv -actions: similar
argument as above, as packets are removed from rcvq bu↵ers that are
represented by sets.
Case 2. A sequence of di↵erent safe actions. Suppose there exists a cycle with
mixed safe actions starting in s1 and ending in si. Distinguish the following
cases.
i) There exists at least a ctrl and/or a bsync action in the cycle. According
to the e↵ects of safe transitions, the ctrl action will change to a state
with smaller rq and the bsync will always switch to a state with smaller
brq. It is important here that ctrl does not interfere with bsync regarding
rq, brq, and no safe action of other type than ctrl and bsync accesses rq
or brq. This implies that s1 ‰ si. Contradiction.
ii) Neither ctrl, nor bsync actions in the cycle.
a) There is a fwd and/or brepl in the cycle: fwd will always switch to
a state with smaller fq and brepl will always switch to a state with
smaller cq (brepl and recv do not interfere with fwd). This implies
that s1 ‰ si. Contradiction.
b) There is neither fwd nor brepl in the cycle. This means that only recv
is in the cycle which is already covered by the first case.
Due to the definition of the transition system via ample sets, each safe action is
immediately executed after its enabling one. Therefore, one can merge every tran-
sition of a safe action with its precursory enabling one. Intuitively, the semantics
of the merged action is defined as the successive execution of its constituent ac-
tions. This process can be repeated if there is a chain of safe actions; for instance,
in the case of s
nomatchpsw ,pktqã›››››››››››Ñ s1 ctrlppkt,csqã›››››››Ñ s2 fwdpsw ,pkt,portsqã›››››››››››Ñ s3 where each
transition enables the next and the last two are assumed to be safe. These tran-
sitions can be merged into one, yielding a stutter equivalent trace as the interme-
diate states are invisible (w.r.t. the context and thus the property to be shown)
by definition of safe actions.
3.2 State Representation
E cient state representation is crucial for minimising MOCS’s memory footprint
and enabling it to scale up to relatively large network setups.
Packet and Rule Indexing. In MOCS, only a single instance of each packet
and rule that can appear in the modelled network is kept in memory. An index
is then used to associate queues and flow tables with packets and rules, with a
single bit indicating their presence (or absence). This data structure is illustrated
in Figure 3. For a data packet, a value of 1 in the pq section of the entry indicates
that infinite copies of it are stored in the packet queue of the respective switch. A
value of 1 in the fq section indicates that a single copy of the packet is stored in
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the forward queue of the respective switch. A value of 1 in the rq section indicates
that a copy of the packet sent by the respective switch (when a nomatch transition
is fired) is stored in the controller’s request queue. For a rule, a value of 1 in the ft
section indicates that the rule is installed in the respective switch’s flow table. A
value of 1 in the cq section indicates that the rule is part of a FlowMod message






























Fig. 3: Packet (left) and rule (right) indices
The proposed optimisation enables scaling up the network topology by min-
imising the required memory footprint. For every switch, MOCS only requires a
few bits in each packet and rule entry in the index.
Discovering equivalence classes of packets. Model checking with all possible
packets including all specified fields in the OpenFlow standard would entail a
huge state space that would render any approach unusable. Here, we propose the
discovery of equivalence classes of packets that are then used for model checking.
We first remove all fields that are not referenced in a statement or rule creation
or deletion in the controller program. Then, we identify packet classes that would
result in the same controller behaviour. Currently, as with the rest of literature,
we focus on simple controller programs where such equivalence classes can be
easily identified by analysing static constraints and rule manipulation in the
controller program. We then generate one representative packet from each class
and assign it to all network switches that are directly connected to end-hosts; i.e.
modelling clients that can send an arbitrarily large number of packets in a non-
deterministic fashion. We use the minimum possible number of bits to represent
the identified equivalence classes. For example, if the controller program exerts
di↵erent behaviour if the destination tcp port of a packet is 22 (i.e. destined to
an ssh server) or not, we only use a 1-bit field to model this behaviour.
Bit packing. We reduce the size of each recorded state by employing bit pack-
ing using the int32 type supported by Uppaal, and bit-level operations for
the entries in the packet and rule indices, as well as for the packets and rules
themselves.
4 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we experimentally evaluate MOCS by comparing it with the
state of the art, in terms of performance (verification throughput and memory
footprint) and model expressivity. We have implemented MOCS in Uppaal [6]
as a network of parallel automata for the controller and network switches, which
communicate asynchronously by writing/reading packets to/from queues that
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are part of the model discussed in §2. As discussed in §3, this is implemented by
directly manipulating the packet and rule indices.
Throughout this section we will be using three examples of network con-
trollers: (1) A stateless firewall (§B-CP1) requires the controller to install rules
to network switches that enable them to decide whether to forward a packet to-
wards its destination or not; this is done in a stateless fashion, i.e. without having
to consider any previously seen packets. For example, a controller could configure
switches to block all packets whose destination tcp port is ssh. (2) A stateful
firewall (§B-CP2) is similar to the stateless one but decisions can take into ac-
count previously seen packets. A classic example of this is to allow bi-directional
communication between two end-hosts, when one host opens a tcp connection
to the other. Then, tra c flowing from the other host back to the connection
initiator should be allowed to go through the switches on the reverse path. (3) A
MAC learning application (§B-CP3) enables the controller and switches to learn
how to forward packets to their destinations (identified with respective MAC ad-
dresses). A switch sends a PacketIn message to the controller when it receives
a packet that it does not know how to forward. By looking at this packet, the
controller learns a mapping of a source switch (or host) to a port of the requesting
switch. It then installs a rule (by sending a FlowMod message) that will allow
that switch to forward packets back to the source switch (or host), and asks the
requesting switch (by sending a PacketOut message) to flood the packet to all its
ports except the one it received the packet from. This way, the controller even-
tually learns all mappings, and network switches receive rules that enable them
to forward tra c to their neighbours for all destinations in the network.
4.1 Performance Comparison
We measure MOCS’s performance, and also compare it against Kuai [34]6 using
the examples described above, and we investigate the behaviour of MOCS as we
scale up the network (switches and clients/servers). We report three metrics: (1)
verification throughput in visited states per second, (2) number of visited states,
and (3) required memory. We have run all verification experiments on an 18-Core
iMac pro, 2.3GHz Intel Xeon W with 128GB DDR4 memory.
Verification throughput. We measure the verification throughput when run-
ning a single experiment at a time on one cpu core and report the average and
standard deviation for the first 30 minutes of each run. In order to assess how
MOCS’s di↵erent optimisations a↵ect its performance, we report results for the
following system variants: (1) MOCS, (2) MOCS without POR, (3) MOCS with-
out any optimisations (neither POR, state representation), and (4) Kuai. Figure 4
shows the measured throughput (with error bars denoting standard deviation).
For the MAC learning and stateless firewall applications, we observe that
MOCS performs significantly better than Kuai for all di↵erent network setups
6 Note that parts of Kuai’s source code are not publicly available, therefore we imple-
mented it’s model in Uppaal.
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Fig. 4: Performance Comparison – Verification Throughput
and sizes7, achieving at least double the throughput Kuai does. The throughput
performance is much better for the stateful firewall, too. This is despite the fact
that, for this application, Kuai employs the unrealistic optimisation where the
barrier transition forces the immediate update of the forwarding state. In other
words, MOCS is able to explore significantly more states and identify bugs that
Kuai cannot (see §4.2).
The computational overhead induced by our proposed PORs is minimal. This
overhead occurs when PORs require dynamic checks through the safety predicates
described in Table 1. This is shown in Figure 4a, where, in order to decide about
the (in)visibility of fwdpsw , pk , ptq actions, a lookup is performed in the history-
array of packet pk, checking whether the bit which corresponds to switch sw1,
which is connected with port pt of sw, is set. On the other hand, if a POR does not
require any dynamic checks, no penalty is induced, as shown in Figures 4b and
4c, where the throughput when the PORs are disabled is almost identical to the
case where PORs are enabled. This is because it has been statically established
at a pre-analysis stage that all actions of a particular type are always safe for any
argument/state. It is important to note that even when computational overhead is
induced, PORs enable MOCS to scale up to larger networks because the number
of visited states can be significantly reduced, as discussed below.
In order to assess the contribution of the state representation optimisation in
MOCS’s performance, we measure the throughput when both PORs and state
representation optimisations are disabled. It is clear that they contribute signifi-
cantly to the overall throughput; without these the measured throughput was at
least less than half the throughput when they were enabled.
Number of visited states and required memory. Minimising the number
of visited states and required memory is crucial for scaling up verification to
7 SˆH in Figures 4 to 6 indicates the number of switches S and hosts H.
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Fig. 5: Performance Comparison – Visited States (logarithmic scale)
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Fig. 6: Performance Comparison – Memory Footprint (logarithmic scale)
larger networks. The proposed partial order reductions (§3.1) and identification
of packet equivalent classes aim at the former, while packet/rule indexing and
bit packing aim at the latter (§3.2). In Figure 5, we present the results for the
various setups and network deployments discussed above. We stopped scaling
up the network deployment for each setup when the verification process required
more than 24 hours or started swapping memory to disk. For these cases we killed
the process and report a topped-up bar in Figures 5 and 6.
For the MAC learning application, MOCS can scale up to larger network
deployments compared to Kuai, which could not verify networks consisting of
more than 2 hosts and 6 switches. For that network deployment, Kuai visited
„7m states, whereas MOCS visited only „193k states. At the same time, Kuai
required around 48GBs of memory (7061 bytes/state) whereas MOCS needed
„43MBs (228 bytes/state). Without the partial order reductions, MOCS can
only verify tiny networks. The contribution of the proposed state representation
optimisations is also crucial; in our experiments (results not shown due to lack
of space), for the 6 ˆ 2 network setups (the largest we could do without these
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optimisations), we observed a reduction in state space (due to the identification
of packet equivalence classes) and memory footprint (due to packet/rule indexing
and bit packing) from „7m to „200k states and from „6KB per state to „230B
per state. For the stateless and stateful firewall applications, resp., MOCS per-
forms equally well to Kuai with respect to scaling up.
4.2 Model Expressivity
The proposed model is significantly more expressive compared to Kuai as it al-
lows for more asynchronous concurrency. To begin with, in MOCS, controller
messages sent before a barrier request message can be interleaved with all other
enabled actions, other than the control messages sent after the barrier. By con-
trast, Kuai always flushes all control messages until the last barrier in one go,
masking a large number of interleavings and, potentially, buggy behaviour. Next,
in MOCS nomatch, ctrl and fwd can be interleaved with other actions. In Kuai,
it is enforced a mutual exclusion concurrency control policy through the wait-
semaphore: whenever a nomatch occurs the mutex is locked and it is unlocked by
the fwd action of the thread nomatch-ctrl-fwd which refers to the same packet;
all other threads are forced to wait. Moreover, MOCS does not impose any limit
on the size of the rq queue, in contrast to Kuai where only one packet can exist
in it. In addition, Kuai does not support notifications from the data plane to
the controller for completed operations as it does not support reply messages
and as a result any bug related to the fact that the controller is not synced to
data-plane state changes is hidden.8 Also, our specification language for states is
more expressive than Kuai’s, as we can use any property in LTL without “next”,
whereas Kuai only uses invariants with a single outermost 2.
The MOCS extensions, however, are conservative with respect to Kuai, that is
we have the following theorem (without proof, which is straightforward):
Theorem 3 (MOCS Conservativity). Let Mp ,cpq “ pS, A, ãÑ, s0, AP, Lq
and MKp ,cpq “ pSK , AK , ãÑK , s0, AP, Lq the original SDN models of MOCS
and Kuai, respectively, using the same topology and controller. Furthermore, let
TracespMp ,cpqq and TracespMKp ,cpqq denote the set of all initial traces in these
models, respectively. Then, TracespMKp ,cpqq Ñ TracespMp ,cpqq.
For each of the extensions mentioned above, we briefly describe an example (con-
troller program and safety property) that expresses a bug that is impossible to
occur in Kuai.
Control message reordering bug. Let us consider a stateless firewall in Fig-
ure 7a (controller is not shown), which is supposed to block incoming ssh pack-
ets from reaching the server (see §B-CP1). Formally, the safety property to be
checked here is 2p@pkt P S .rcvq . pkt .sshq. Initially, flow tables are empty. Switch
A sends a PacketIn message to the controller when it receives the first packet
from the client (as a result of a nomatch transition). The controller, in response
8 There are further small extensions; for instance, in MOCS the controller can send
multiple PacketOut messages (as OpenFlow prescribes).
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to this request (and as a result of a ctrl transition), sends the following FlowMod
messages to switch A; rule r1 has the highest priority and drops all ssh packets,
rule r2 sends all packets from port 1 to port 2, and rule r3 sends all packets from
port 2 to port 1. If the packet that triggered the transition above is an ssh one,
the controller drops it, otherwise, it instructs (through a PacketOut message) A
to forward the packet to S. A bug-free controller should ensure that r1 is in-
stalled before any other rule, therefore it must send a barrier request after the
FlowMod message that contains r1. If, by mistake, the FlowMod message for r2
is sent before the barrier request, A may install r2 before r1, which will result
in violating the given property. MOCS is able to capture this buggy behaviour
as its semantics allows control messages prior to the barrier to be processed in a
interleaved manner.
1 2C SA




1 2C SA B1 2
1 2C S
(b)
Fig. 7: Two networks with (a) two switches, and (b) n stateful firewall replicas
Wrong nesting level bug. Consider a correct controller program that enforces
that server S (Figure 7a) is not accessible through ssh. Formally, the safety
property to be checked here is 2p@pkt P S .rcvq . pkt .sshq. For each incoming
PacketIn message from switch A, it checks if the enclosed packet is an ssh one
and destined to S. If not, it sends a PacketOut message instructing A to forward
the packet to S. It also sends a FlowMod message to A with a rule that allows
packets of the same protocol (not ssh) to reach S. In the opposite case (ssh), it
checks (a Boolean flag) whether it had previously sent drop rules for ssh packets
to the switches. If not, it sets flag to true, sends a FlowMod message with a rule
that drops ssh packets to A and drops the packet. Note that this inner block
does not have an else statement.
A fairly common error is to write a statement at the wrong nesting level (§B-
CP4). Such a mistake can be built into the above program by nesting the outer
else branch in the inner if block, such that it is executed any time an ssh-
packet is encountered but the ssh drop-rule has already been installed (i.e. flag f
is true). Now, the ssh drop rule, once installed in switch A, disables immediately
a potential nomatchpA, pq with p.ssh “ true that would have sent packet p to
the controller, but if it has not yet been installed, a second incoming ssh packet
would lead to the execution of the else statement of the inner branch. This
would violate the property defined above, as p will be forwarded to S9.
MOCS can uncover this bug because of the correct modelling of the controller
request queue and the asynchrony between the concurrent executions of control
messages sent before a barrier. Otherwise, the second packet that triggers the
execution of the wrong branch would not have appeared in the bu↵er before
9 Here, we assume that the controller looks up a static forwarding table before sending
PacketOut messages to switches.
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the first one had been dealt with by the controller. Furthermore, if all rules in
messages up to a barrier were installed synchronously, the second packet would
be dealt with correctly, so no bug could occur.
Inconsistent update bug. OpenFlow’s barrier and barrier reply mechanisms
allow for updating multiple network switches in a way that enables consistent
packet processing, i.e., a packet cannot see a partially updated network where
only a subset of switches have changed their forwarding policy in response to this
packet (or any other event), while others have not done so. MOCS is expressive
enough to capture this behaviour and related bugs. In the topology shown in
Figure 7a, let us assume that, by default, switch B drops all packets destined to S.
Any attempt to reach S through A are examined separately by the controller and,
when granted access, a relevant rule is installed at both switches (e.g. allowing
all packets from C destined to S for given source and destination ports). Updates
must be consistent, therefore the packet cannot be forwarded by A and dropped
by B. Both switches must have the new rules in place, before the packet is
forwarded. To do so, the controller, (§B-CP5), upon receiving a PacketIn message
from the client’s switch, sends the relevant rule to switch B (FlowMod) along with
respective barrier (BarrierReq) and temporarily stores the packet that triggered
this update. Only after receiving BarrierRes message from B, the controller will
forward the previously stored packet back to A along with the relevant rule. This
update is consistent and the packet is guaranteed to reach S. A (rather common)
bug would be one where the controller installs the rules to both switches and at
the same time forwards the packet to A. In this case, the packet may end up
being dropped by B, if it arrives and gets processed before the relevant rule is
installed, and therefore the invariant 2
`rdropppkt , swqs . ppkt .dest “ S q˘, where
rdropppkt , swqs is a quantifier that binds dropped packets (see definition in §B-
CP5), would be violated. For this example, it is crucial that MOCS supports
barrier response messages.
5 Conclusion
We have shown that an OpenFlow compliant SDN model, with the right optimi-
sations, can be model checked to discover subtle real-world bugs. We proved that
MOCS can capture real-world bugs in a more complicated semantics without
sacrificing performance.
But this is not the end of the line. One could automatically compute equiva-
lence classes of packets that cover all behaviours (where we still computed man-
ually). To what extent the size of the topology can be restricted to find bugs in
a given controller is another interesting research question, as is the analysis of
the number and length of interleavings necessary to detect certain bugs. In our
examples, all bugs were found in less than a second.
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A Safeness
Lemma 1 (Safeness). For an SDN network model Mp ,cpq “ pS, A, ãÑ, s0, AP, Lq
and context ctx “ pcp,  , 'q with ' P LTLzt u,
↵ P A is safe ñ
©3
i“1 Safeip↵q
where Safei, given in Table 1, are per-row.
Proof. To show safety we need to show two properties: independence (action is
independent of any other action) and invisibility w.r.t. the context, in particular
controller program, topology function and formula '.
Independence: Recall that two actions ↵ and   ‰ ↵ are independent i↵ for any
state s such that ↵ P Apsq and   P Apsq:




(1): It can be easily checked that no safe action disables any other action, nor is
any safe action disabled by any other action, so the first condition of independence
holds.
(2): For any safe action ↵ and any other action   we can assume already that
they meet Condition (1). Let us perform a case analysis on ↵:
§ ↵ is either brepl, recv or fwd :
To show that any interleaving with any action   ‰ ↵ leads to the same
state, we observe that the changes of packet queues by these actions do not
interfere with each other. In cases where a packet is removed from a queue
by ↵ (e.g. ↵ “ recvph, pktq removes from h.rcvq) but then inserted into the
same queue by   (e.g.   “ fwdpsw , pkt , portsq where h P  psw , portsq1), there
is no conflict either, as both actions must have been enabled in the original
state in the first place. So no conflicts arise for those ↵.
§ ↵ is ctrlppkt , csq:
‚ If   is not a ctrl or bsync action, then the same argument as above holds.
‚ The interesting cases occur when   is in tctrlp¨q, bsyncp¨qu. From Safe2p↵q
we know that cp is not order-sensitive, which implies that ↵ and   are
independent. Order-insensitivity is a relatively strong condition but it
ensures correctness of the lemma and thus partial order reduction.10 Thus
any interleaving of ↵ and   leads to the same state.
§ ↵ is bsyncpsw , xid , csq:
The same line of argument applies as for ctrlppkt , csq, simply exchanging the
roles of ↵ and  .
10 Generalisations by a more clever analysis of the controller program are a future
research topic.
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Invisibility : We show this for all safe actions separately:
‚ ↵ “ ctrlppk , csq. The only variables ↵ can change are the controller .rq , sw 1.fq ,
sw 1.cq (for some switches sw 1), and the control state cs. The first three can
not appear in ' due to the definition of the specification language. In case
the control state changes, ↵ is invisible to ' because Safe3p↵q in Table 1.
‚ ↵ “ bsyncpsw , xid , csq. This ↵ only a↵ects brq, sw 1.fq , sw 1.cq (for some
switches sw1), and the control state cs. We know by definition of Specifi-
cation Language (§2.4) that it cannot refer to brq or any sw 1.fq , sw 1.cq . In
case the control state changes, ↵ is invisible to ' because Safe3p↵q in Table 1.
‚ ↵ “ fwdpsw , pk , portsq. Assumption Safe3p↵q in Table 1 guarantees that the
only variables ↵ can change, i.e. D .pq or D .rcvq for any D in  psw , pq1 | p P
ports and sw .pq , actually remain unchanged. Thus it follows by definition
that ↵ is invisible to '.
‚ ↵ “ breplpsw , xidq. Since, by definition of Specification Language (§2.4), the
atomic propositions refer neither to any cq nor brq , it follows from the e↵ect
of ↵ that only a↵ects sw .cq and brq that any breplp¨q is always invisible.
‚ ↵ “ recvph, pkq. Assumption Safe3p↵q in Table 1 guarantees that ' does
not refer to h.rcvq , which is the only variable a↵ected by ↵, and therefore
recvph, pkq is invisible to '.
B Controller Programs
1 handler pktIn(sw, pkt):






5 rule1–  {prio– 10}, {SSH – 1 }, {in_port– *}, {fwd_port– drop}(
6 rule2–  {prio– 1}, {SSH – * }, {in_port– 1}, {fwd_port– 2 }( // asterisk (*) matches any value
7 rule3–  {prio– 1}, {SSH – * }, {in_port– 2}, {fwd_port– 1 }(



































Controller Program CP1: A stateless firewall filter with control messages reordering bug. In a bug-free program
(the one we used to verify in §4), rule1 should be sent first and followed by a barrier. Property: “neither host should
be accessed over ssh”. Formally, 2
`@h P Hosts @pkt P h.rcvq . pkt .sshq.
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1 handler pktIn(sw, pkt):
2 if allowed_conn[pkt.src][pkt.src_TCP_port][pkt.dest][pkt.dest_TCP_port] then /* allowed_conn is a fixed
a * whitelist of TCP
a * socket connections
a * (host, TCP_port) fiÑ






4 rule1.src – pkt.src
5 rule1.src_TCP_port – pkt.src_TCP_port
6 rule1.dest – pkt.dest
7 rule1.dest_TCP_port– pkt.dest_TCP_port
8 rule1.fwd_port – 2
9 rule1.prio – 2
10 rule2.src – pkt.dest
11 rule2.src_TCP_port – pkt.dest_TCP_port
12 rule2.dest – pkt.src
13 rule2.dest_TCP_port– pkt.src_TCP_port
14 rule2.fwd_port – 1
15 rule2.prio – 2
































23 drop_rule.src – pkt.src
24 drop_rule.src_TCP_port – pkt.src_TCP_port
25 drop_rule.dest – pkt.dest
26 drop_rule.dest_TCP_port– pkt.dest_TCP_port
27 drop_rule.fwd_port – drop
28 drop_rule.prio – 1













34 handler barrierIn(sw, xid):
35 controller_view[b_id][sw] – true /* controller_view associates installed rules (through the respective b_id)
a * for respective allowed connections with switches
a */
Controller Program CP2: Stateful inspection firewall (Figure 7b). The property we verify is: “a packet is never
dropped by a rule in a switch if the controller is aware of a matching rule being already installed in this switch”.
Formally: 2
´
rdropmppkt , swqs controller view rpkt .srcsrpkt .src TCP portsrpkt .destsrpkt .dest TCP portsrsw s
¯
where rdropmppkt , swqsP is short for rmatchpsw , pkt , rqs
`pr.fwd ports “ dropq ñ P˘.
1 handler pktIn(sw, pkt):
2 if not MAC_table[sw][pkt.src] then // MAC_table associates sender with a switch port
3 MAC_table[sw][pkt.src] – pkt.in_port
4 end





7 rule.src – pkt.src
8 rule.dest – pkt.dest
9 rule.in_port – pkt.in_port
10 rule.fwd_port– MAC_table[sw][pkt.dest]














// pkt will be flooded to all ports except incoming one
15 end
Controller Program CP3: MAC learning application
:
for verifying absence of loops. In order to keep track of the
network devices the packet passes through (i.e. the packet path history), the packet type is augmented with a history
bit-field reached, where each bit represents a visited/unvisited switch. As packets are being flooded, their history
bit-field is re-written. The loop freedom property asserts that “a packet should not come back to the same switch”.
Formally, 2
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1 handler pktIn(sw, pkt):
2 if pkt.SSH and pkt.dest == S then
3 if not f then // f is initialised as false. pkt is dropped silently
4 f – true
5 drop_rule.prio – 1
6 drop_rule.SSH – pkt.SSH
7 drop_rule.dest – pkt.dest
8 drop_rule.fwd_port– drop
























15 rule.prio – 2
16 rule.SSH – pkt.SSH
17 rule.dest – pkt.dest
18 rule.fwd_port– 2














Controller Program CP4: Wrong nesting level bug: Executing the else-branch - shaded red - would violate the
policy that “server S (Figure 7a) should not be accessed over ssh”, 2p@pkt P S .rcvq . pkt .sshq.
1 handler pktIn(sw, pkt): // Assumption: a drop-all rule with priority 0 is installed in switch B (Fig.7a)
2 if pkt.dest == S and BarrierRes(b_id) not received then /* b_id is uniquely associated with rule_S which
a * overrides the drop-all entry at B, and
a * allows packets to be forwarded to S through
a * port 2
a */
3 if not packets_held[sw][pkt] then /* packets_held is temporarily storing packets sent by B until consistent
a * update is complete a a
a a a */
4 packets_held[sw][pkt] – true

























13 handler barrierIn(sw, xid):
14 if xid == b_id then
15 rule_S–  {dest– S}, {fwd_port– 2}, {prio– 2}(










19 while packets_held[swi][p] for some (p, swi) and p.dest == S do







Controller Program CP5: Consistent updates. We verify the property that “a packet destined to server S is
never dropped at any switch”. Formally: 2
`rdropmf ppkt , swqs ppkt .dest “ S q
˘
, where rdropmf ppkt , swqsP is short for





Networks with Flow Entries that
Time Out
This chapter is an extended version of the author’s paper "Model Checking Software-
Defined Networks with Flow Entries that Time Out" in Proceedings of the 20th Confer-
ence on Formal Methods in Computer-Aided Design – FMCAD 2020. The chapter builds
upon the framework model presented in Chapter 3. To comply with OpenFlow protocol,
it extends this model by allowing flow entries installed in flow tables of switches to expire.
This is an essential extension for modelling TCP sockets that can timeout, i.e., modelling
timeouts in which a socket expects to receive an acknowledgement for sent data before it
decides that the connection has failed. To counterbalance the effect of increasing expressiv-
ity, the model is further optimised by identifying new safe actions which do not have to be
interleaved with other ones, pruning thus redundant state-explorations (as in Chapter 3).
We evaluate the performance of the proposed model extensions in a dual-mixed setting
using a load balancer and a firewall in network topologies of varying size.
Model Checking Software-Defined Networks with
Flow Entries that Time Out
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Abstract—Software-defined networking (SDN) enables ad-
vanced operation and management of network deployments
through (virtually) centralised, programmable controllers, which
deploy network functionality by installing rules in the flow
tables of network switches. Although this is a powerful ab-
straction, buggy controller functionality could lead to severe
service disruption and security loopholes, motivating the need
for (semi-)automated tools to find, or even verify absence of,
bugs. Model checking SDNs has been proposed in the literature,
but none of the existing approaches can support dynamic
network deployments, where flow entries expire due to timeouts.
This is necessary for automatically refreshing (and eliminating
stale) state in the network (termed as soft-state in the network
protocol design nomenclature), which is important for scaling up
applications or recovering from failures. In this paper, we extend
our model (MoCS) to deal with timeouts of flow table entries, thus
supporting soft state in the network. Optimisations are proposed
that are tailored to this extension. We evaluate the performance
of the proposed model in UPPAAL using a load balancer and
firewall in network topologies of varying size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software-defined networking (SDN) [1] revolutionised net-
work operation and management along with future protocol
design; a virtually centralised and programmable controller
‘programs’ network switches through interactions (standard-
ised in OpenFlow [2]) that alter switches’ flow tables. In turn,
switches push packets to the controller when they do not store
state relevant to forwarding these packets. Such a paradigm
departure from traditional networks enables the rapid develop-
ment of advanced and diverse network functionality; e.g., in
designing next-generation inter-data centre traffic engineering
[3], load balancing [4], firewalls [5] and Internet exchange
points (IXPs) [6]. Although this is a powerful abstraction,
buggy controller functionality could lead to severe service
disruption and security loopholes. This has led to a significant
amount of research on SDN verification and/or bug finding,
including static network analysis [7], [8], [9], dynamic real-
time bug finding [10], [11], [12], [13], and formal verifi-
cation approaches, including symbolic execution [14], [15],
[16] and model checking [17], [10], [16], [18] methods. A
comprehensive review of existing approaches along with their
shortcomings can be found in [19].
Model checking is a renowned automated technique for
hardware and software verification and existing model check-
ing approaches for SDNs have shown promising results with
respect to scalability and model expressivity, in terms of
supporting realistic network deployments and the OpenFlow
standard. However, a key limitation of all existing approaches
is that they cannot model forwarding state (added in network
switches’ flow tables by the controller) that expires and
gets deleted. Without this, one cannot model nor verify the
correctness of SDNs with soft-state which is prominent in the
design of protocols and systems that are resilient to failures
and scalable; e.g., as in [20], where flow scheduling is on
a per-flow basis, and numerous network protocols where in-
network state is not explicitly removed but expires, so that
overhead is minimised [21].
In this paper, we extend our model (MoCS) [17] to support
soft-state, complying with the OpenFlow specification, by
allowing flow entries to time out and be deleted. We propose
relevant optimisations (as in [17]) in order to improve verifica-
tion performance and scalability. We evaluate the performance
of the proposed model extensions in UPPAAL using a load
balancer and firewall in network topologies of varying size.
II. MOCS SDN MODEL
The MoCS model [17] is formally defined by means of
an action-deterministic transition system. We parameterise
the model by the underlying network topology,  , and the
controller program, CP, in use. The model is a 6-tuple
Mp ,CPq “ pS, s0, A, ãÑ,AP , Lq, where S is the set of all
states the SDN may enter, s0 the initial state, A the set of
actions which encode the events the network may engage in,
ãÑÑ S ˆ A ˆ S the transition relation describing which exe-
cution steps the system undergoes as it perform actions, AP a
set of atomic propositions describing relevant state properties,
and L : S Ñ 2AP is a labelling function, which relates to any
state s P S a set Lpsq P 2AP of those atomic propositions that
are true for s. Such an SDN model is composed of several
smaller systems, which model network components (hosts1,
switches and the controller) that communicate via queues
and, combined, give rise to the definition of ãÑ. A detailed
description of MoCS’ components and transitions can be found
in [17]. Due to lack of space, in this paper, we only discuss
aspects of the model that are required to understand and verify
the soundness of the proposed model extensions, and examples
used in the evaluation section. Figure 1 illustrates a high-level
view of OpenFlow interactions, modelled actions and queues,
including the proposed extensions discussed in Section III.





































































Fig. 1: A high-level view of OpenFlow interactions (left half)
and modelled actions (right half). A red solid-line arrow
depicts an action which, when fired, (1) dequeues an item
from the queue the arrow begins at, and (2) (possibly) adds an
item in the queue the arrowhead points to (or multiple items if
the arrow is double-headed). Deleting an item from the target
queue is denoted by a reverse arrowhead; modifying in, by
a hammerhead. A forked arrow denotes (possibly) multiple
targeted queues.
States and queues: A state is a triple p⇡,  ,  q, where ⇡ is a
family of hosts, each consisting of a receive queue (rcvq);   is
a family of switches, consisting of a switch packet queue (pq),
switch forward queue (fq), switch control queue (cq), switch
flow table (ft);   consists of the local controller program state
cs P CS , and a family of controller queues: request queue (rq),
barrier-reply queue (brq) and flow-removed queue (frq). So ⇡
and   describe the data-plane, and   the control plane. The
network components communicate via the shared queues. Each
transition models a certain network event that will involve
some of the queues, and maybe some other network state.
Concurrency is modelled through interleavings of those events.
Transitions: Each transition is labelled with an action ↵ P A
that indicates the nature of the network event. We write
s
↵ã›Ñ s1 and ps,↵, s1q PãÑ interchangeably to denote that the
network moved from state s to s1 by executing transition ↵.
The parts of the network involved in each individual ↵, i.e.
packets, rules, barriers, switches, hosts, ports and controller
states, are included in the transition label as parameters; e.g.,
matchpsw, pkt, rq P A denotes the action that switch sw
matches packet pkt by rule r and, as a result, forwards it
accordingly, leading to a new state after transition.
Atomic propositions: The propositions in AP are statements
on (1) controller program states, denoted by Qpqq which
expresses that the controller program is in state q P CS ,
allowing one to reason about the controller’s internal data
structures, and (2) packet header fields – those packets may
be in any switch buffer pq or host buffer rcvq (but no other
buffers). For instance, DpktPsw .pq . P ppktq is a legitimate
atomic proposition that states that there is a packet in sw ’s
packet queue that satisfies packet pkt property P .
Topology:   describes the network topology as a bijective map
which associates one network interface (a pair of networking
device and physical port) to another.
Specification Logic: The properties of the SDNs to be
checked in this paper are safety properties, expressed in linear-
time temporal logic without ‘next-step’ operator, LTLzt u. We
have enriched the logic by modal operators of dynamic logic
[22], allowing formula construct of the form r↵p~xqsP stating
that whenever an event ↵p~xq happened, P must hold. Note that
P may contain variables from x. This extension is syntax sugar
in the sense that the formulae may be expressed by additional
state; e.g.,
“
matchpsw , pkt , rq‰pr.fwdPort “ dropq states
that if match happened, it was via a rule that dropped the
packet. This permits specification formulae to be interpreted
not only over states, but also over actions that have happened.
The model checking problem then, for an SDN model Mp ,CPq
with a given topology  , a control program CP and a formula
' of the specification logic as described above, boils down
to checking whether all runs of Mp ,CPq satisfy ', short
Mp ,CPq |ù 2'.
SDN Operation: End-hosts send and receive packets (send
and recv actions in Figure 1) and switches process incoming
packets by matching them (or failing to) with a flow table
entry (rule). In the former case (match action), the packet
is forwarded as prescribed by the rule. In the opposite case
(nomatch action), the packet is sent to the controller (Pack-
etIn message on the left side of Figure 1). The controller’s
packet handler is executed in response to incoming PacketIn
messages; as a result of its execution, its local state may
change, a number of packets (PacketOut message) and rule
updates (FlowMod message), interleaved with barriers (Bar-
rierReq message), may be sent to network switches. Network
switches react to incoming controller messages; they forward
packets sent by the controller as specified in the respective
PacketOut message (fwd action), update their own forwarding
tables (add/del actions), respecting set barriers and notifying
the controller (BarrierRes message) when said barriers are
executed (brepl action). Finally, upon receiving a BarrierRes
message, the controller executes the respective handler (bsync
action), which can result in the same effects as the PacketIn
message handler.
Abstractions: To obtain finitely representable states, all
queues in the model must be finitely representable. For packet
queues we use multisets, subject to p0, 8q abstraction [23];
a packet either does not appear in the queue or appears an
unbounded number of times. The other queues are simply
modelled as finite sets. Modelling queues as sets means that
entries are not processed in the order of arrival. This is
intentional for packet queues but for controller queues this
may limit behaviour unless the controller program is order-
insensitive. We focus on those controller programs in this
paper.
III. MODELLING FLOW ENTRY TIMEOUTS
In order to model soft-state in the network, we enrich our
model with two new actions that model flow entry timeouts
and subsequent handling of these timeouts by the controller
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program. Note that in our model, timeouts are not triggered
by any kind of clock; instead, they are modelled through the
interleaving of actions in the underlying transition system that
ensure that flow removal (and subsequent handling by the
controller program) will appear as it would for any possible
value of a timeout in a real system.
The new actions are defined as follows: frmvdpsw , rq mod-
els the timeout event, as an action in the transition system that
removes the flow entry (rule) r from switch sw and notifies
the controller by placing a FlowRemoved message (see Figure
1) in the respective queue (frq). The fsyncpsw , r , csq action
models the call to the FlowRemoved message handler. As a
result of the handler execution, the controller’s local state (cs)
may change, a number of packets (PacketOut messages) and
rule updates (FlowMod messages), interleaved with barriers
(BarrierReq message), may be sent to network switches. In
order to model timeouts, rules are augmented with a timeout
bit which, when true, signals that the installed rule can be
removed at any time, i.e., the frmvd-action can be interleaved,
in any order, with any other action that is enabled at any state
later than the installation of this rule.
To support our examples, we add to the set of FlowMod
messages a modify flow entry instruction. In [17] we only
used addpsw , rq and delpsw , rq messages, for installing and
deleting rule r at switch sw , respectively. We now add
modpsw , f , aq to these messages. This instructs switch sw that
if a rule is found in sw .ft that matches field f, its forwarding
actions are modified by a. If no such rule exists, modp¨q does
not do anything.
Optimisation: To tackle the state-space explosion, we exploit
the fact that some traces are observationally (w.r.t. the property
to be proved) equivalent, so that only one of those needs to be
checked. This technique, referred to as partial-order reduction
(POR) [24], reduces the number of interleavings (traces) one
has to check. To prove equivalence of traces, one needs actions
to be permutable and invisible to the property at hand. This is
the motivation for the following definition:
Definition 1 (SAFE ACTIONS) Given a context CTX “
pCP, ,'q, and SDN model Mp ,CPq “ pS, A, ãÑ, s0,AP , Lq,
an action ↵p¨q P Apsq is called safe if it is (1) independent
of any other action   in A, i.e. executing ↵ after   leads to
the same state as running   after ↵, and (2) unobservable for
' (also called '-invariant), i.e., s |ù ' iff ↵psq |ù ' for all
s P S with ↵ P Apsq.
The following property of controller programs is needed to
show safety:
Definition 2 (ORDER-SENSITIVE CONTROLLER PROGRAM)
A controller program CP is order-sensitive if there exists a state
s P S and two actions ↵,  in tctrlp¨q, bsyncp¨q, fsyncp¨qu such
that ↵,  P Apsq and s ↵ã›Ñ s1  ã›Ñ s2 and s  ã›Ñ s3 ↵ã›Ñ s4 with
s2 ‰ s4.
In [17] we already showed that certain actions are safe and
can be used for PORs. We now show that the new fsyncp¨q
action is safe on certain conditions.
Lemma 1 (SAFENESS PREDICATES FOR fsync) For transition
system Mp ,CPq “ pS, A, ãÑ, s0,AP , Lq and a formula ' P
LTLzt u, ↵ “ fsyncpsw , r , csq is safe iff the following two
conditions are satisfied:
Independence CP is not order-sensitive
Invisibility if Qpqq in AP occurs in ', then
↵ is '-invariant
Proof. See Appendix A.
Given a context CTX “ pCP, ,'q and an SDN network
model Mp ,CPq “ pS, A, ãÑ, s0,AP , Lq, for each state s P S
define amplepsq as follows: if t↵ P Apsq | ↵ safe u ‰ H,
then amplepsq “ t↵ P Apsq | ↵ safe u; otherwise amplepsq “
Apsq. Next, we define Mfrp ,CPq “ pSfr , A, ãÑfr , s0,AP , Lfr q,
where Sfr Ñ S the set of states reachable from the initial
state s0 under ãÑfr , Lfr psq “ Lpsq for all s P Sfr and ãÑfr





if ↵ P amplepsq
Now we can proceed to extend the POR Theorem of [17]:
Theorem 1 (FLOW-REMOVED EQUIVALENCE) Given a prop-
erty ' P LTLzt u, it holds that Mfrp ,CPq satisfies ' iff Mp ,CPq
satisfies '.
The proof is a consequence of Lemma 1 applied to the proof
of Theorem 2 in [17]. See Appendix A for a detailed proof.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we experimentally evaluate the proposed
extensions in terms of verification performance and scalability.
We use a realistic controller program that enables a network
switch to act both as a load balancer and stateful firewall (see
§V-CP1). The load balancer keeps track of the active sessions
between clients and servers in the cluster (see Figure 2), while,
at the same time, only allowing specific clients to access
the cluster. Soft state is employed here so that flow entries
for completed sessions (that were previously admitted by the
firewall) time out and are deleted by the switch without having
to explicitly monitor the sessions and introduce unnecessary
signalling (and overhead). In the underlying SDN model, the
frmvd action is fired, which, in turn, deletes the flow entry
from the switch’s table and notifies the controller of that. This




























A session is initiated by a client which sends a packet
(pkt in §V-CP1) to a known cluster address; servers are
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not directly visible to the client. Sessions are bi-directional
therefore the controller must install respective rules to the
switch to allow traffic to and from the cluster. The property
that is checked here is that (1) the traffic (i.e. number of
sessions, assuming they all produce similar traffic patterns),
and resulting load, is uniformly distributed to all available
servers, and (2) that traffic from non-whitelisted clients is
blocked. More concretely, “a packet from a ‘dodgy’ address
should never reach the servers, and the difference between the
number of assigned sessions at each server should never be
greater than 1”, formally,
2
`@si, sj P Servers @pkt P si .rcvq .
 pkt .src “ dodgy ^   sLoad rsis ´ sLoad rsjs
   † 2˘ (')
where sLoad stores the active session count for each server.
In the first (buggy) version of the controller’s packet handler
(shaded grey in §V-CP1) and flow removal handler §V-CP2,
the controller program assigns new sessions to servers in a
round-robin fashion and keeps track of the active sessions
(array deplSessions in the provided pseudocode). When a
session expires, the respective flow table entry is expected
to expire and be deleted by the switch without any signalling
between the controller, clients or servers2. As stated above,
this controller program does not satisfy safety property '
because the controller does nothing to rebalance the load when
a session expires. Our model implementation3 discovered the
bug in the topology shown in Figure 2 with 3 sessions in 11ms
exploring 202 states.
In the second (still buggy) version of the controller, session
scheduling is more sophisticated (shaded blue in §V-CP1); a
session is assigned to the server with the least number of active
sessions. Although the updated load balancing algorithm does
keep track of the active sessions per server, this controller is
still buggy because no rebalancing takes place when sessions
expire. In a topology of 4 clients and 2 servers, we were able
to discover the bug in 52ms after exploring 714 states.
We fix the bug by allowing the controller program to
rebalance the active sessions, when (1) a session expires and
(2) the load is about to get out of balance, by moving one
session from the most-loaded to the least-loaded server (§V-
CP3). In the same topology as above, we verified the property
in 625ms after exploring 15068 states.4
Next, we evaluate the performance of the proposed model
and extensions for verifying the correctness of the property
in a given SDN. We do that by verifying ' with the correct
controller program, discussed above, and scaling up the topol-
ogy in terms of clients, servers and active sessions. Results are
listed in Table I and state exploration is illustrated in Figure 4.
Table I lists performance of the model checker for verifying
the correct controller program with PORs disabled on the
2It is worth stressing that modelling such functionality is not supported by
existing model checking approaches, such as [17] and [18], where flow table
entries can only be explicitly deleted by the controller.
3UPPAAL [25] is the back-end verification engine for MoCS and all
experiments were run on an 18-Core iMac pro, 2.3GHz Intel Xeon W with
128GB DDR4 memory.
4Note that the fsync-optimisation was not enabled in the examples above.
left and with PORs enabled on the right, respectively. For
each chosen topology we list the number of states explored,
CPU time used, and memory used. The topology is shaped
as in Figure 2, and parametrised by the number of clients
(ranging from 3 to 5) and servers (ranging from 2 to 5),
as indicated in Table I. The number of required packets and
rules, respectively, is shown in grey. These numbers are always
uniquely determined by the choice of topology. Where there
are no entries in the table (indicated by a dash) the verification
did not terminate within 24 hours.
The results clearly show that the verification scales well
with the number of servers but not with the number of clients.
The reason for the latter is that for each additional client an
additional packet is sent, which, according to programs §V-
CP1 and CP3, leads to 7 additional actions without timeouts
and to 12 with timeouts. The causal ordering of these actions is
shown in Fig. 3. The sub-branch in red shows the actions that
appear due to a timeout of the added rule. Thus, the number of
states is exponential in the number of clients: every new action
in Fig. 3 leads to a new change of state, thus doubling the
possible number of states. This exponential blow-up happens
whether we have timeouts or not. With timeouts, however,













Fig. 3: The causal enabling relation between actions for an
additional packet pkt; only the relevant arguments are shown
using the same nomenclature as in the pseudocode.
The results also demonstrate that, for network setups with
three clients, the POR optimisation reduces the state space –
and thus the verification time – by about half. For more clients
the reduction is far more significant, given that the verification
of the unoptimised model did not terminate within 24 hours.
This is not surprising as the number of possible interleavings is
massively increased by the non-deterministic timeout events.
V. CONTROLLER PROGRAMS
CP1 implements the PacketIn message handler that pro-
cesses packets sent by switches when the nomatch action is
fired. The two different versions of functionality discussed
in the paper are defined by the leastConnectionsScheduling
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Fig. 4: Explored States (logarithmic scale). Wide bars repre-
sent the optimised model and narrow ones (inside) the unop-
timised model. Uncoloured bars represent non-termination.













3 2 3 13 15,068 553ms 9,516 8,264 317ms 9,016
3 3 3 19 15,068 700ms 10,688 8,264 322ms 8,792
3 4 3 25 15,068 841ms 11,936 8,264 483ms 10,488
3 5 3 31 15,068 987ms 15,280 8,264 563ms 12,844
4 2 4 17 — — — 13,244,474 13.2m 2,508,528
4 3 4 25 — — — 24,623,435 30.77m 5,432,004
4 4 4 33 — — — 24,623,435 37.23m 13,129,916
4 5 4 41 — — — 24,623,435 42.64m 15,443,136
















without POR with POR
constant. When leastConnectionsScheduling is false, server
selection is done in a round-robin fashion, whereas, in the
opposite case, the controller assigns the new session to the
server with the least number of active sessions.
CP2 implements the naive (and buggy) FlowRemoved mes-
sage handler. When soft state expires in the network, the
handler merely updates its local state to reflect the update in
the load.
CP3 implements a more sophisticated (and correct) FlowRe-
moved message handler. When soft state expires in the net-
work, the handler updates its local state to reflect the update
in the load and re-assigns active sessions from the most to the
least loaded server, by updating the flow table of the switch
accordingly.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed model checking of SDN networks with
flow entries (rules) that time out. Timeouts pose problems due
to the great number of resulting interleavings to be explored.
Our approach is the first one to deal with timeouts, exploiting
partial-order reductions, and performing reasonably well for
small networks. We demonstrated that bug finding works well
for SDN networks in the presence of flow entry timeouts.
Future work includes exploring flow removals with timeouts
that are constrained by integer to enforce certain orderings of
timeout messages as well as improvements in performance,
for instance, by using bounded model checking tools for
concurrent programs.
Controller Program CP 1: PacketIn Message Handler
1: handler pktIn(pkt , sw )
2: if pkt .srcIP ‰ dodgy client then
3: if  deplSessionsrpkt .srcIPs then
4: if  leastConnectionsScheduling then
{{ Round-Robin rotation
5: server – server mod 2 ` 1
6: else
{{ Least-Connections scheduling
7: server – min`sLoadrs˘
8: end if
{{ Initialisation of flow to server
9: rule.srcIP – pkt .srcIP
10: rule.in port – pkt .in port
11: rule.fwdPort – server
{{ Initialisation of symmetric rules
12: rules .srcIP – server
13: rules .destIP – pkt .srcIP
14: rules .fwdPort – pkt .in port
15: rules .timeout – true
{{ Initialisation of drop rule ruled
16: ruled .srcIP – dodgy client
17: ruled .fwdPort – drop






















{{ Update firewall state table
21: sLoadrserver s++
22: deplSessionsrpkt .srcIPs – true
23: end if
{{ PacketOut: sending pkt out through sw
24: send messagetPacketOutppkt , serverq, sw˘
25: end if
26: end handler
Controller Program CP 2: Naive FlowRemoved message
handler
1: handler flowRmvd (rules , sw )
2: sLoadrrules .srcIPs--
3: deplSessionsrrules .destIPs – false
4: end handler
Controller Program CP 3: Correct FlowRemoved message
handler
1: handler flowRmvd (rules , sw )
2: sLoadrrules .srcIPs--
3: deplSessionsrrules .destIPs – false
4: if max
`
sLoadrs˘ ´ min`sLoadrs˘ ° 1 then
5: r – the rule in sw .ft with fwdPort “ max psLoadrsq
6: rs – symmetric rule of r
7: cm – mod`r , fwdPort – minpsLoadrsq˘
8: cms – mod
`
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Lemma 1 (SAFENESS) For transition system Mp ,CPq “
pS, A, ãÑ, s0, AP, Lq and a formula ' P LTLzt u, ↵ “
fsyncpsw , r , csq is safe iff the following two conditions are
satisfied:
Independence CP is not order-sensitive
Invisibility if Qpqq in AP occurs in ', then
↵ is '-invariant
Proof. To show safety we need to show two properties:
independence (action is independent of any other action) and
invisibility w.r.t. the context, in particular controller program,
topology function and formula '.
Independence: Recall that two actions ↵ and   ‰ ↵ are
independent iff for any state s such that ↵ P Apsq and
  P Apsq:
(1) ↵ P Ap psqq and   P Ap↵psqq
(2) ↵p psqq “  p↵psqq
(1) It can be easily checked that no instance of safe actions
fsyncp¨q disables any other action, nor is any safe
fsyncp¨q disabled by any other action, so the first
condition of independence holds.
(2) For any safe ↵ “ fsyncp¨q and any other action   we can
assume already that they meet Condition (1). To show
that any interleaving with any action   ‰ ↵ leads to the
same state, we observe that
§ if   is not an fsync, ctrl or bsync action, then the
mutations of queues by these actions do not interfere
with each other.
§ The interesting cases occur when   is in
tfsyncp¨q, ctrlp¨q, bsyncp¨qu. From the first condition
we know that CP is not order-sensitive, which implies
that ↵ and   are independent. Order-insensitivity is a
relatively strong condition but it ensures correctness
of the lemma and thus partial order reduction.5 Thus
any interleaving of ↵ and   leads to the same state.
Invisibility: ↵ “ fsyncpsw , r , csq may only affect frq, sw1.fq ,
sw1.cq (for some switches sw1), and the control state cs .
We know by definition of our Specification Language that an
atomic proposition cannot refer to frq or any fq , cq . In case
the control state changes, ↵ is invisible to ' because of the
second condition (Invisibility) of Lemma 1.
Theorem 1 (FLOW-REMOVED EQUIVALENCE) Given a prop-
erty ' P LTLzt u, it holds that Mfrp ,CPq satisfies ' iff Mp ,CPq
satisfies '.
Proof. If amplepsq satisfies the following conditions:
C1 (Non)emptiness condition: ? ‰ amplepsq Ñ Apsq.
C2 Dependency condition: Let s ↵1ã›Ñ s1... ↵nã›Ñ sn  ã›Ñ t be a
run in M. If   P Azamplepsq depends on amplepsq, then
↵i P amplepsq for some 0 † i § n, which means that in
every path fragment of M,   cannot appear before some
transition from amplepsq is executed.
5Generalisations by a more clever analysis of the controller program are a
future research topic.
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C3 Invisibility condition: If amplepsq ‰ Apsq (i.e., state s is
not fully expanded), then every ↵ P amplepsq is invisible.
C4 Every cycle in Mfr contains a fully expanded state s (i.e.
amplepsq “ Apsq).
then for each path in M there exists a stutter-trace equivalent
path in Mfr , and vice-versa, denoted M st” Mfr – as we now
show.
C1 The (non)emptiness condition is trivial since by definition
of amplepsq it follows that amplepsq “ ? iff Apsq “ ?.
C2 By assumption   P Azamplepsq depends on amplepsq.
But with our definition of amplepsq this is impossible
as all actions in amplepsq are safe and by definition
independent of all other actions.
C3 The validity of the invisibility condition is by definition
of ample and safe actions.
C4 We now show that every cycle in Mfrp ,CPq contains a fully
expanded state s, i.e. a state s such that amplepsq “ Apsq.
By definition of amplepsq it is equivalent to show that
there is no cycle in Mfrp ,CPq consisting of safe actions
only. We show this by contradiction, assuming such a
cycle of only safe actions exists.
Distinguish two cases.
Case 1 A sequence of safe actions of same type.
Let ⇢ an execution of Mfrp ,CPq which con-




fsyncpswi´1ri´1,,csi´1qã›››››››››››››››Ñfr si. Suppose ⇢
is a cycle. According to the fsync seman-
tics, for each transition s
fsyncpsw ,r ,csqã›››››››››Ñfr s1,
where s “ p⇡,  ,  q, s 1 “ p⇡1,  1,  1q, it holds that
 1.frq “  .frqztru as we use sets to represent
frq buffers. Hence, for the execution ⇢ it holds
 i.frq “  1.frqztr1, r2, ...ri´1u which implies
that s1 ‰ si. Contradiction.
Case 2 A sequence of different safe actions. Suppose
there exists a cycle with mixed safe actions
starting in s1 and ending in si. Distinguish the
following cases.
i) There exists at least a fsync action in the
cycle. According to the effects of safe tran-
sitions, the fsync action will switch to a state
with smaller frq. It is important here that no
action of other type than fsync accesses frq.
This implies that s1 ‰ si. Contradiction.





Conclusions and Future Work
Networks are widely acknowledged to be notoriously difficult to verify because of the in-
tricacy involved in reasoning about concurrency. To make significant headway, networking
needs general, lightweight, reusable and robust abstractions that can be reasoned about as
expediently as possible. Having chosen as modelling mechanism for concurrency a commu-
nication which is based on shared-state (through interleavings), we began by developing an
eminently expressive and optimised OpenFlow/SDN model that can be checked efficiently
to find (or verify the absence of) latent real-world bugs. We showed that the abstractions
are provably correct, preserving the initial verification promises, and demonstrated their
prominence as contrasted with the state-of-the-art in terms of expressivity and perform-
ance/scalability. We then presented some enhancements to the baseline model, which, by
embedding richer semantics, allow capturing aspects of flow removals caused by timeouts,
complying, thus, with the OpenFlow specification. Though the final model is moderately
heavyweight, we proposed additional lightweight optimisations in order to offset the ad-
ditional overhead that the complex semantics usually brings along. The optimisations
explore different trade-offs in time and space.
The major upshot of all the aforementioned efforts is a general framework for establish-
ing correctness of OpenFlow-based Software-Defined Networks with mathematical rigour
in a timely manner.
5.1 Future Directions
This section looks at some of the promising future directions.
Automatic discovery of equivalence classes In our ongoing research, we are in-
vestigating new techniques that make model checking SDNs faster and cheaper. A useful
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direction for future work is to explore automatic computation of equivalence classes of
packets that cover all visible behaviours (where we still computed semi-manually).
Exploring the benefits to using several model checkers Although we demonstrated
our approach concretely using the uppaal model checker, it applies quite broadly; our
modular abstractions can be compiled into any other type of static analysis which can also
benefit from them. In this regard, comparing the performance of our abstractions using
them on other state of the art model checkers and choosing the right one for a particular
problem domain, is another interesting research direction that is worth investigating.
Liveness Yet, another thread in our ongoing and future work focuses on extending our
formal model to provide liveness (on top of safety) promises in software-defined networks.
The liveness problem, however, tend to be harder than the reachability-based safety. The
reason for this is fairly straightforward: liveness properties constraint infinite behaviours
and reasoning about all infinite paths to establishing liveness entails proving that there
are no unfair cycles within the runs of the abstract transition system, which is computa-
tionally expensive and, in some cases, undecidable. Thus, unfair situations, like premature
termination (deadlock) and starvation, may jeopardise the liveness of executions. In order
to rule out such unfair situations and verify liveness in SDNs, we are taking account of
fairness assumptions by exploring different traps and patterns.
More expressivity As not every OpenFlow message is incorporated in our model, such as
Features Request/Reply, Get Config Request/Reply, Set Config, Stats Request/Reply,
etc, future work could consider modelling new actions, allowing for more expressive models.
Verifying compliance of state changes in real time This work proposed tech-
niques for what one might reasonably call static analysis of a Software-Defined Network.
A promising direction for future work is verifying ‘dynamically’ properties by capturing
likely changes of the forwarding state that may happen over time, either due to targeted
configurations by operators or in-network degradations. This could be achieved through an
incremental model checking by getting the network devices to expose incremental changes
to their state to MoCS either via "pushed" SNMP traps or polling by MoCS.
Higher level specification language While our specification language leaves no space
as to its interpretation, we want to explore injecting assertions (correctness properties)
at higher levels of abstraction with a more intuitive notation, all while maintaining the
uncompromising mathematical rigour. This will allow the intended behaviour of SDNs to
be easily specified even by non-computer scientists.
Automated modelling MoCS is a man-made model from the OpenFlow specifications.
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As SDN controller programs become increasingly complex, algorithms adept in automat-
ically building more expressive models are needed. Verification of models of ‘real-world’
concurrent behaviour in SDNs which are based on model learning, is another unexplored
and challenging area of research which can be highly effective in subduing complexity and
fostering scalability.
5.2 A final remark
As a final remark, the immense complexity of Software-Defined Networks and Controller
Programs is necessitating ever more elegant and powerful abstractions which will ameliorate
the state space explosion, but at the same time being sufficiently expressive to capture a
wide range of complex problems in a natural way. In exploring this thesis, the aim has
been for the framework to be powerful, yet both simple and intuitive. The hope is that
this work will mark a turning point in reasoning about networks formally and will inspire
further research directed at extending our arguments.
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Artifact for Paper: "Towards Model Checking 
Real-World Software-Defined Networks" 
Introduction 
This artifact provides a self-contained virtual instance of our model-checking environment, code-
named MoCS, for verifying properties of Software-Defined Networks. It contains a user-facing 
application, a library of SDN transition system instantiations, i.e. data-plane topologies and 
controller programs for all the experiments detailed in the paper (exported by UPPAAL1 as xml 
files), the respective invariant properties to be checked (exported by UPPAAL as q files), and the 
back-end verification engine (http://www.uppaal.org). In the following sections, we (1) discuss the 
reproducibility of the experimentation included in our paper with respect to the evaluation criteria, 
(2) describe the submitted artifact, (3) explain the command structure and syntax conventions and 
(4) provide instructions for re-running the experiments presented in Section 4 of the paper. 
Artifact Description 
The artifact is a Ubuntu 18.04.4 Virtual Machine (VM), available for download here: 
https://tinyurl.com/y95qtv5k. The VM is in an OVA (Open Virtual Appliance) image format and was 
created with VirtualBox (https://www.virtualbox.org) on a MacBook Pro (2.5 GHz Dual-Core Intel 
Core i7, with 16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3 RAM) host. The image can be imported by most 
virtualisation platforms, such as VirtualBox and VMWare Fusion. Please import the boot volume 
(guest) into your hosted hypervisor following the vendor's documentation. Upon booting the OS, 
you will be logged in automatically, but should you need to perform any adjustment to the system 
(install, remove or change any piece of software), if prompted for the user's password when running 
a sudo command, enter mocs. Note that no extra software is required for reproducing the results 
in the paper. The VM is set to have 1 CPU and 4GB of RAM. As discussed below, you will need 
to increase the memory assigned to the virtual machine for verifying the correctness of specific 
SDNs. The experimentation presented in the paper has been conducted on an 18-Core iMac pro, 
2.3GHz Intel Xeon W with 128GB DDR4 memory, running OSX. 
Reproducibility of Results 
MoCS has been experimentally evaluated in terms of (i) performance (states explored, verification 
throughput and memory footprint), by scaling the topology of the data-plane up, and (ii) model 
expressivity. We have stress-tested MoCS on real-world SDNs, as described in Section 4 of the 
paper. All the raw data collected in the experiments reported in the Experimental Evaluation section 
of our paper can be found in ~/Logs/. 
Completeness. With the submitted artifact one can re-run all experiments included in the paper 
(see below for memory-related restrictions). Currently, mocs is just a convenience Python script 
that passes to the UPPAAL back-end a specific .xml file and q property, which are determined by 
the input arguments (see section below). One needs to pre-generate these files so that verification 
can be executed. As a result, currently, we are not able to accept any other input. 
Consistency. In Section 4.1 of the paper, we presented performance evaluation and comparison 
with Kuai and reported (1) verification throughput in visited states per second, (2) number of visited 






onto which experiments are run, therefore the exact numbers cannot be reproduced. However, the 
trends reported in Figure 4 can be easily reproduced. The reported results on the number of visited 
states (Figures 5 and 6) and required memory can be fully reproduced. In Section 4.2 of the paper, 
we evaluated MoCS expressivity in comparison to Kuai, by finding bugs in SDNs that Kuai could 
not find. As reported in the paper, bug finding for all studied scenarios was very quick and this can 
be reproduced with the submitted artifact. Kuai wouldn't be able to find any of these bugs and this 
can be reproduced with the submitted artifact by running our own Kuai implementation. After 
removing the bugs from the SDN controller code, the correctness of the SDN with respect to the 
given properties can be verified by MoCS and this can be reproduced with our artifact. 
Memory Requirements. The appliance comes pre-configured to use 4GB memory. However, in 
order to deal with larger verification tasks, it will be needed to increase the memory allocated to it 
initially. The VM will reserve all the memory you allocate to it on your host machine, so make sure 
there is enough spare physical memory. The table below shows the memory needed for the 
verification process for each setting. Memory is classified into ranges that are each assigned a 
different colour (see quantitative colour legend). 
Expected Runtime. The lower half of the below table details the verification runtimes which are 
colour-coded as shown in the legend at the bottom of table. We show runtimes from an iMac pro 





























[GB] [GB] [GB] [GB]
MAC 
learning
3 2 0.009 3.687  0.039
4 2 0.010   0.244
3 3 0.010 6.276  0.265
5 2 0.016   3.056
4 3 0.020   5.572
6 2 0.044   49.381
3 4 0.073    
5 3 0.099    
7 2 0.322    
4 4 0.409    
6 3 0.649    
4 5 0.709    
3 5 1.701    
8 2 2.154    
5 4 3.618    
7 3 6.809    
3 6 6.969    
9 2 14.464    
10 2     
Stateless 
Firewall
2 2 0.007 0.341  0.020
3 2 0.008   0.033
4 2 0.008   0.050
5 2 0.009   0.083
6 2 0.014   0.176
7 2 0.050   0.601
8 2 0.234   2.896
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3 2 5.968   24.183
4 2     
10 2 8.066   81.687
11 2     
12 2     
13 2     
Stateful 
Firewall
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2 2 0.058   0.180
3 2 5.968   24.183
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>128GBs (>24h) < 4GB (4, 8] GB (8, 16] GB (16, 64] GB (64, 128] GB
T I M E
MAC 
learning
3 2 41ms 31.59m  550ms
4 2 399ms   13.39s
3 3 662ms 58.05m  20.11s
5 2 3.7s   3.63m
4 3 8s   7.97m
6 2 31.81s   56.16m
3 4 53.67s    
5 3 1.55m    
7 2 4.53m    
4 4 7.92m    
6 3 13.24m    
4 5 13.24m    
3 5 30.73m    
8 2 37.06m    
5 4 1.37h    
7 3 2.19h    
3 6 2.4h    
9 2 4.98h    
10 2     
Stateless 
2 2 3ms 3.58m  31ms
3 2 27ms   92ms
4 2 193ms   317ms
5 2 1.45s   1.6s
6 2 10.44s   9.69s
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Command Structure and Syntax Conventions 
To launch a terminal, select either the Activities launcher in the upper-left corner of the desktop or 
the Show Applications icon in the lower-left corner: in the search box, enter terminal and select 
Terminal to open it and you will see the bash shell. To launch MoCS, type mocs along with any 
associated information (arguments), such as SDN controller program (CP), whether the model is 
an optimised one or not, and the topology information of the forwarding plane. mocs is a python 
front-end-script (located in ~/bin/) which is executable from anywhere on the system by just 
typing in its name, without having to include the full path. UPPAAL (located in ~/uppaal64-
4.1.19) is the back-end engine of MoCS. 
The general format of the mocs command is: 
 
mocs <cp> <sr> <por> <switches> <hosts> 
The table below describes MoCS various command-line arguments. 
Argument Description 
cp The SDN controller program that is input to the model, as discussed in 
Section 2.1 of the paper 
sr Whether bitwise state representation is used or not 
por Whether partial-order reductions are being applied or not 
switches Number of switches in the topology 
hosts Number of hosts in the topology 
 
Note that the actual values of these parameters are subject to limitations as discussed in the 
section below. Limitations on the number of switches and hosts come from the fact that their 
respective underlying network topologies are currently hardcoded. The output returned by 
the mocs command includes (1) an affirmative response if the property holds, otherwise negative 
(2) the number of the states explored, (3) the CPU user time spent, (4) the memory used, and (5) 
the throughput. For example, below is the output for a 1-switch, 2-hosts topology with the stateful 
firewall controller program, having both optimisations, sr and por, turned on. 
 
mocs@mocs-VirtualBox:~$ mocs fw wB wP 1 2 
 
 -- Formula is satisfied. 
 -- States explored      : 592 states 
 -- CPU user time used   : 120 ms 
 -- Resident memory used : 8508 KiB 







Reproducing the Experimental Evaluation 
States explored, verification throughput and memory footprint 
The values of the arguments used for the experimental evaluation reported in Figures 4-6, are 
bound to the ones shown in the table below. 
 cp sr por switches hosts 
mocs fw {wB | woB | 0} {wP | woP | 0} {1..4}  2 
mocs ml {wB | woB | 0} {wP | woP | 0} {3..10} {2..6} 
mocs ssh {wB | woB | 0} {wP | woP | 0} {2..10}  2 
 
where ml stands for MAC-learning switch, fw for stateful firewall and ssh for stateless firewall, 
the three different SDN controller we experimented with in the paper. The curly braces indicate 
that the user must choose one and only one of the items inside the braces. The notation mocs ml 
{wB | woB | 0} {wP | woP | 0} {3..10} {2..6}, for example, says that the 
command mocs must be followed by either wB, woB or 0 for state representation, by 
either wP, woP or 0 for partial-order reduction, the number of switches (currently between 3 and 
10), and the number of hosts (currently between 2 to 6). When the 0 values for state representation 
(sr) and partial-order reduction (por) are used, the resulted model is that of the optimised version 
of Kuai (https://github.com/t-saideep/kuai). 
Each combination of the arguments cp, sr, por, switches and hosts from the table above, 
points to one xml file in a leaf-subfolder within ~/inputs/Scaling_up in the submitted artifact. 
 
Immediate-subfolder naming convention: Each immediate subfolder in: 
 ~/inputs/Scaling_up, contains data related to a specific controller program as named, i.e., 
either ssh, ml, fw. 
 
Leaf-subfolder naming convention: The end-subfolders are named conventionally in order to 
provide a preview of the content. They are organised by (1) controller program name 
(ssh, ml, fw), and (2) whether the optimisations are on/off: wB/woB/0, wP/woP/0. 
 
File naming convention: The xml input files are also named conventionally and they are 
organised by (1) controller program name (same format as their immediate parent directory), and 
(2) topology setup (data plane instances), where mn denotes a network of m switches and n hosts 
as shown in the ~/inputs/Dataplane_topologies files. 
Examples 
mocs ssh wb wp 3 2 will invoke the file:  
~/inputs/Scaling_up/SSH/SSH_wBwP/SSH32.xml which refers to an optimised model (both 
efficient state representation and partial-order reductions are turned on) in a 3-switches, 2-hosts 
forwarding network controlled by a stateless firewall. 
mocs fw wB wP 1 2 will invoke ~/inputs/Scaling_up/FW/FW_wBwP/FW12.xml, a stateful 
firewall with 1 switch and 2 hosts, and optimised semantics. 
mocs ml 0 0 3 2 will invoke ~/inputs/Scaling_up/ML/ML_Kuai/ML32.xml which is a Kuai's 







For reproducing the paper results regarding the model expressivity, we use mocs_opt and kuai, 
which are instances of mocs for specific configurations. mocs_opt <cp> is an instance 
of mocs for the fully optimised version of MoCS models (i.e., both state representation and partial 
order reduction optimisations are turned on). kuai <cp> is an instance of mocs for Kuai-models 
(with Kuai's optimisations turned on). Both commands take as an argument the controller program 
and embed 2-hosts, 2-switches topologies, apart from the "nesting_level" example which runs on 
a 3 x 3 topology. 
In the paper, we looked at three different controller programs (described in Appendix B in our 
paper), along with respective properties to be checked. In the first two examples, the buggy 
versions of said controllers contained a bug that could not be discovered by Kuai due to its 
expressivity limitations. MoCS could discover the bug in both examples. The list of commands for 
reproducing these findings (i.e. discover the bugs in the buggy versions and verify the correctness 
of the SDN with respect to the given property) is shown below. The output of mocs_opt and kuai, 
resp., is identical to mocs. 
 
mocs_opt   CM_ordering_buggy         // will discover bug (desired outcome) 
mocs_opt   CM_ordering_correct       // property will be verified (desired outcome) 
 
mocs_opt   wrong_nesting_level       // will discover bug (desired outcome) 
mocs_opt   correct_nesting_level     // property will be verified (desired outcome) 
 
kuai       CM_ordering_buggy         /* property will be verified (bug not  
        * discovered - wrong outcome) 
        */ 
 
kuai       wrong_nesting_level       /* property will be verified (bug not  
        * discovered - wrong outcome) 
        */ 
In the third example ((In)consistent updates), the bug can be due to either (1) the inability of the 
model to express barrier-response messages (i.e. as in Kuai), or (2) the omission of their usage 
when barrier-response messages are supported (i.e. as in MoCS). The bug can only be fixed by 
updating the controller program to change its state according to the incoming barrier-response 
messages, which, obviously, cannot be done with Kuai. The findings in the paper can be 
reproduced with the following commands. 
mocs_opt   inconsistent_updates      // will discover bug (desired outcome) 
mocs_opt   consistent_updates        // property will be verified (desired outcome) 







All the network setups (data plane topological instances) used to evaluate MoCS for (1) the MAC 
learning and stateless firewall applications, and (2) the stateful firewall are depicted in the below 





(*) Network topologies for verifying absence of loops in the MAC address learning application. The 







(**) Network topologies for the stateful firewall. 
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